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ADVANCED CONCEPTS THEORY ANNUAL REPORT 1983

INTRODUCTION

The objectives of the Advanced Concepts Theory Program at the Naval

Research Laboratory are to develop a variety of theoretical models, tools,

and computational strategies to understand, guide, and predict the behavior

of high brightness, laboratory x-ray plasma sources designed to simulate

nuclear weapons effects. Specifically, to develop the capability to

determine self-consistently the radiative properties of different materials

in a variety of geometrical configurations that occur in exploding wire,

gas puff, and pellet implosion experiments. These theoretical models must

treat hard and soft x-ray emission from different electron configurations

with K, L, and M shells, and they must include accurate treatments of the

different broadening mechanisms that contribute to the emission and

absorption profiles. The self-consistency of these nonlinear models is

critical if they are to be used to (1) accurately diagnose both ongoing

experiments and calculations and (2) properly understand the energy flow

and partitioning that occurs during energy absorption, implosion, and x-ray

emission. Such models can then be employed to interpret, explain, and

guide present day experiments, on the one hand, and to predict how these

experiments should be scaled with improved x-ray conversion efficiency to

higher energy and power output levels on the other

In this report we will focus primarily on those activities not dealing

with load dynamics which will appear in a separate report, but instead will

focus on ion beam target interaction, ionization dynamics and radiation

physics. Since a number of papers are published each year in the open

literature emphasing the emission/absorption physics and radiation

transport aspects of the program, it was decided to omit lengthy discussion

of these activities here and refer the reader to the open literature for

the details.

*Finally, this report represents the combined efforts of a number of

people, namely, J. Davis, D. Duston, P. Kepple, J. Apruzese, R. Clark, J.

Rogerson, V. Jacobs and F. Cochran (of Berkeley Research Associates). We

would also like to acknowledge the assistance of Maxwell Laboratory for

providing the data analyzed in this report; in particular to M. Gersten for

making the reduced spectral data available.

Manuscript approved March 2, 1984.



A. Detailed Modeling and Approximate Scaling Laws for K-Shell Line

Power in Z-Pinch Plasmas

I. INTRODUCTION

Substantial progress was registered in two important areas directly

relating to the x-ray yield obtained from high-energy Z pinch plasmas. For

the first time the effects of fine structure opacity profiles on emission

in hydrogen-like lines have been calculated. These effects were found to

be of considerable importance for any future machines in the 50 TW or

higher power range, although the Voigt profile approximation we have

employed all along was found to be valid for present and earlier

generations of pulsed-power devices.

Additionally, the analytic scaling law for K-shell yield which was

developed previously for argon has been successfully extended to all low-

to-medium Z elements. This scaling law gives the K-shell yield in

kilojoules as a function of such plasma parameters as temperature and

density. The next step is to couple such analytic expressions for accurate

radiation yields to simplified hydrodynamics models in the effort to

achieve a precise overall yield scaling law in terms of machine parameters.

II. DETAILED OPACITY MODELING

The effects of hydrogen-like line fine structure profiles may at first

appear to be a minor, irrelevant physical detail. However, it turns out to

be of substantial importance for contemplated future machines where the

plasma optical depths would be substantially higher than those achieved to

date. Each Lyman line has normally been modeled as a single line whose

opacity is characterized by one Voigt profile. However, the single "line"

is in reality two lines separated by as much as several thermal Doppler

widths. The more realistic calculation of photon absorption therefore

involves less opacity spread out over a greater frequency range. The true

absorption is the superposition of two Voigt profiles whose separation

varies both as a function of atomic number and the exact Lyman line under

consideration. Obviously, the higher the optical depth, the greater is the

-A -2
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photon absorption and the more critical a precise description of the

opacity becomes.

Complete details of our investigation are presented in the Appendix A,

"Influence of Lyman Series Fine Structure Opacity on the K-Shell Spectrum

and Level Populations of Low-to-Medium Z Plasmas." The finding most

relevant to DNA applications is that the effect of the reduced opacity

would produce power output enhancements of 30-50% in the principal

hydrogen-like lines for plasmas of optical depths 5-10 times greater than

those produced with present machines. Thus the construction of more

powerful machines capable of producing these larger plasma masses could

well result in even -greater K-shell yields than indicated by extrapolations

from opacity modeling which does not include this effect. The Lyman-line

power enhancements are quite clearly seen in the line ratio curves

presented in Figs. 3 and 5 of the Appendix a.

An additional result of this investigation is the discovery of a

potentially valuable, independent plasma density diagnostic. In general

for typical Z-pinch conditions, spectroscopic diagnosis of plasma density

is far more difficult than that of temperature. In many cases, Z pinch

plasmas produced by DNA machines are subjected to a density diagnosis based

on matching the measured yield and size with the required density. As is

illustrated in Fig. 6 of the Appendix A, the emitted Lyman-a line profile

varies quite sensitively with density. To exploit this potential, however,

development of spectrometers with spectral resolution of 1-2 mA will be

required, regardless of the plasma element excited in the device.

III. ANALYTIC SCALING OF K-SHELL YIELDS

In the FY82 final report an analytic expression for predicting the K-

shell yield of argon gas puff implosions was presented. This expression

agrees within 10% with both detailed code predictions and experimental

measurements for each of the 30 spatial elements in the most elaborately

and completely diagnosed argon shot. In terms of the plasma radiating time

t (in ns), the axial length 1 (in cm), the diameter d (in mm), the ion

density N (cm- 3 ) and temperature T (in KeV), the argon K-shell yield is

given as



t~ (i)( N 1.9 (l._. 2 -2.0 20
Y(kJ) - 142 (t) 3.7 9 (I0d-) exp ( -2.--) min (1,1-) (I)

3.7x 10

We have generalized Eq. (1) to apply to arbitrary atomic number Z

through use of basic atomic data and its scalings. Favorable comparison of

yields for neon, aluminum, and titanium as well as argon has been achieved.

The temperature at which K-shell ions dominate the species of a plasma

of atomic number Z scales as Z2 . Therefore, the temperature functions of

Eq. (1) - developed only for argon with Z = 18 - may be generalized to

exp (-2.0 (2Z) /T) .(), ( 2 /T) (2)

The line photon energies themselves for analogous K-shell lines also scale

as Z 2 . Assume for the moment that a plasma of atomic number Z emits the

same number of photons as an argon plasma (Z = 18). In this case the yield

would be changed by a factor (-_) . Therefore the proportionality

constant of Eq. (1) would be changed to

142 (Z )2 (3)

To complete the Z-scaling of Eq. (1) we must consider the conditions

which would result in the same number of photons being emitted from the

plasma. Collisional excitation rates at the same relative temperature

(T - Z 2) scale as Z- 3 . An effectively thin plasma - one where the photons

mostly escape even after many scatterings - emits photons proportional to

the following factors: first the product of electron and ion density

N N 2Z; second, the volume, V; and, third, the collisional excitation

rates W - CIZ-3

N N -2 C (4)

In Eq. (4) C1 is a constant - independent of Z. Eq. (4) states that

scaling the ion density as Z+ 2 would produce the same number of photons

from different elements in the same plasma volume. The density function

terms of Eq. (1) should therefore be generalized as

.i4



( d 2 N 2_ 1.9 t5) (5)
-K.-3-4 N. 1x 19 2 9T

193.7x1O(0

The power law of 1.9 in Eqs. (1) and (5) accounts approximately for

opacity effects on line yield reduction - a perfectly thin plasma would be

characterized by an N2 yield dependence. Combining Eqs. (2), (3), and (5)

results in the following analytic expression for yield, valid for any low

to medium element of atomic number Z

Y(kJ) = 142 (-) t 2' exp (-2.0 /T)
3.7 x1 I1(f--)

2

min (1, 2.0 (.8) IT) (6)

We have applied Eq. (6) to the well-diagnosed shots which have been

carried out with neon, aluminum, and titanium [as well as argon which was

done last year]. The table summarizes the results.

5
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Table I

Comparison of Analytic Prediction (Eq. 6) and Measured Yields

Neon

SHOT diam.(mm) NO. T(keV)( I)  Y(kJ,expression) Y(actual)

1472 1.0 5.0x10 19  0.35 46 45

Aluminum

SHOT diam.(mm) N n T(keV)(2) (Y(kJ,expression) Y(measured)

174 1.5 2.2xi019  0.69 17.6 14.6

177 1.2 4.0xlO 19  0.53 22.2 29.2

182 1.2 3.4xi01 9  0.51 15.1 20.4

183 3.3 0.7xlO19 0.79 11.7 6.7

184 5.5 O.13x10 19  0.76 1.3 0.6

Titanium

SHOT diam.(mm) N T(keV)(3) Y(kJ,expression) Y(actual)

360 1.5 lx10 19  1.33 1.08 0.96

420 1.5 lxl0 19  1.48 1.35 1.48

422 1.5 1x10 19  1.43 1.26 1.22

424 1.5 Ix10 19  1.53 1.45 1.50

426 1.5 1xl0 1 9  1.78 1.91 1.76

409 1.5 1x10 19  1.65 1.68 2.02

423 1.5 1x10 19  2.00 2.31 2.02

421 1.5 lxl019  2.13 2.52 2.27

(1) Line ratio and continuum temperatures agree.

(2) For shots 174, 177, and 182, T is the average of line ratio and

continuum temperatures, for 183 and 184 it is the line ratio temperature

(continuum not available).

(3) Average of continuum and line ratio temperatures.

- ' .# " I6
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The sequence of titanium shots presented involved changing the peak

diode power from 5.2 T.4 for shot 360 to 7.5 TW for shot 421. As evident,

essentially no change was observed in either the size or density of the

resultant pinched plasmas. The increase in yield apparently reflects an

increase in the temperature with peak diode power, and is tracked quite

well by the temperature function of the scaling law, Eq. (6).

The only serious discrepancies present in the comparison of the table

are for the large diameter, diffuse At shots 183 and 184. The presumption

of plasma homogeneity is doubtless responsible for most of this

difference. The difficulty and inherent inaccuracy in assigning a

"radiating diameter" to the entire 3 cm length of plasma could specifically

account for most of the differences. The diagnosed line and continuum

temperatures also diverged by 20-40% in these two cases. Overall, the

predictions for the well-characterized high yield shots agree with the A:

measurements within an average of 23% and this points to the overall

validity of the general Z-scaled yield expression, Eq. (6).

7



PHYSICAL REVIEW A Appendix A JANUARY 1984

Influence of Lyman-series fine-structure opacity on the K-shell spectrum
and level populations of low-to-medium-Z plasmas

J. P. Apruzese, J. Davis, D. Duston, and R. W. Clark
Plasma Radiation Branch. Plasma Physics DiLision, Naial Research Laboratory,.

Code 4720, Washington, D.C. 20375
,Received 13 July 1983)

As laboratory plasmas of increasing atomic number, temperature, size, and/or density are pro-
duced, it becomes likely that the details of the doublet opacity profiles of the Lyman series will in-
fluence the K-shell level populations and spectrum. Accordingly, we have analyzed these effects for
a range of plasma parameters, confined to densities low enough for Stark broadening to be unimpor-
tant. An analytic model is developed which predicts line power enhancements and leel-populanion
changes for K-shell plasmas. This model is based upon photon escape probability and collisional
quenching concepts and is valid for plasmas of atomic number - 13-26. Additionally, an extensive
set of numerical calculations of line ratios, line profiles, and level populations has been carried out
for K-shell argon plasmas. Each computation was performed both with detailed fine-structure opa-
city profiles and with a single-Voigt-profile approximation. The results of these calculations may be
scaled for plasmas of atomic number other than 18 using a simple set of rules discussed in the text.

I. INTRODUCTION account. We analyze the underlying physics with both an-
alytic and numerical models, and obtain Z-scaled expres-

Recent years have witnessed dramatic technological ad- sions governing the safe use of simpler opacity approxi-
vances in laboratory production of optically thick K-shell mations. In Sec. II an analytic model is developed which
plasmas of low-to-medium-Z elements. Consistent with serves two basic functions. First, it provides a physical
these developments, considerable theoretical effort has basis for comprehending the trends which appear in the
been devoted to elucidating the effects of opacity on the numerical results. Second,. approximate but useful Z-
spectra and intrinsic properties of such plasmas. scaled formulas expressing some of the results are ob-
Typically-although not exclusively-the hydrogenlike tained. In Sec. III specific numerical results for an arson
and heliumlike resonance lines of the plasma are quite op- plasma (Z = 18) are presented along with a prescription
tically thick but the continua are optically thin in !he x- for scaling them to plasmas of different atomic numbers.
ray region. Thus it is the line opacity which has properly
attracted the most concern. As is well known from astro- II. ANALYTIC MODEL
physical literature, the precise form of the line-opacity
profile-which determines the line-photon escape A. Assumptions and restrictions
probability-plays a critical role in the formation of the
spectrum and determination of the level populations. It is Both the analytic and numerical results contained in
also true that-for quite specific physical reasons-- this paper are restricted to plasma regions where Stark
regimes exit where simplified profiles such as pure broadening has only a small effect on photon transport
Doppler may be employed with acceptable accuracy. For and can be neglected. The calculations encompass at most
instance, Fig. 5(al of Avrett and Hummer reveals little a few hundred optical depths in Ly a; hence, for only the
difference in the steady-state source functions obtained for first three lines of the Lyman series will photon transport
Voigt and Doppler profiles up to line-center optical depths in the far line wings be significant. Stark profiles follow
of -50 with a Voigt broadening parameter of 10-2. One approximately an inverse 2.0-2.5 power law 3 as a func-
laboratory plasma counterpart of this situation would be a tion of frequency separation from line center; for Voigt
1.5-mm aluminum plasma of ion density _ 1019 cm - 3 and profiles, the asymptotic limit is an inverse power of 2.0.
600-eV temperature. Detailed calculations2 have shown Therefore, if the Stark width is smaller than the Doppler
that here, too, a Doppler profile is adequate as a represen- width, the Stark wings will generally be considerably
tation for line opacity. We will consider Z scaling of all smaller than the Lorentz wings. This criterion is present-
specifically quoted plasma conditions below. At higher ly adopted in determining the maximum density to which
densities and/or optical depths a Voigt profile is required our calculations can be reasonably extended. We obtain a
to adequately describe photon transport in the line wings. specific density for argon from the tabulated Stark pro-
At still higher densities, Stark effects must be con- files of Kepple and Whitney, and scale the criterion
sidered.3- 7 In this paper we will delineate the plasma analytically for different atomic numbers.
conditions where the doublet-opacity profile due to fine In examining the Stark profiles for Ly a. Ly 0, and Ly
structure in the Lyman lines must similarly be taken into y, it is clear that the upper density limit is set bv the

29 246 J 1984 The American Physical Society
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29 INFLUENCE OF LYMAN-SERIES FINE-STRUCTURE OPACITY .. 247

broad, double-peaked profile of Ly/3. For argon, an elec- of the fine-structure splitting to the Doppler half-width
tron density of - 2 .. 10" cm is required for the Stark varies as Z' since the characteristic temperature for
%4 idth to equal the Doppler %%idth at temperatures of max- hydrogenlike-ion predominance varies as Z-. Specifically,
imum ArXVI1I abundance. Accordingly, the analytic for Ly a,
theory presented below is valid only up to this density for 1 5
argon and the numerical calculations described in the next (%, !(..-vD,- 5. 3 Z 13,
section have not been carried to higher densities. 18 J

This criterion for the negligibility of Stark effects is
readily Z-scalable. Griem, Blaha, and Kepple' found that For Ly o3, the splitting relative to the Doppler width is
the Stark widths expressed in A for analogous lines from about one-fourth the above value: for Ly y, about one-
different elements scale approximately as Z-5N./1 near tenth. Therefore, fine-structure opacity effects will have

maximum ionic abundance temperature. The Doppler by far their greatest impact on Ly a, both because of its

width, also expressed in A, scales as Z " at maximum greater optical depth and because the splitting is greater

abundance temperature. Therefore, the Stark width for relative to the Doppler line width. Our semiquantitative

the first three Lyman lines will be less than the Doppler analytic model consequently focuses on Ly a.

width if Consider the n = 2 hydrogenlike level, with the sublevels
assumed statistically populated. For the moderate density

18 - 18 plasmas considered here. this level is populated primarily

Z 2 x 10 < -- ( by collisional excitation from the hydrogenlike ground
state and by radiative excitation due to scattered Ly a

or photons. Depopulation occurs by a variety of processes.

.V < 5.1 X 101, V 1. (2) including spontaneous decay, collisional excitation and
de-excitation, and (primarily collisional) ionization. We

Consequently, the present results are not valid at electron will follow the standard approximate procedure in ac-
densities higher than those indicated by Eq. (2). counting for radiative excitation by diluting the spontane-

The relative populations of the 2p3/: and 2pi, fine- ous decay rate A, by the spatially averaged photon-escape
structure levels, which are likely to prevail under different probability P,. This counts only those decays not result-
plasma conditions, have been a subject of investigation ing in re-excitation of the n =2 level. Letting C:. stand
and debate for quite a few years. Irons 3 has summa- for the collisional excitation rate from n = 1 in cm
rized the status of this work. Briefly, at the high- and sec-', D2 represents the sum of all collisional processes
low-density limits. c, the ratio of the 2p,12 to 2 P3/. sub- depopulating the n = 2 level; also in cm sec - . a qualita-
level populations, will equal 0.5, the statistical weight ra- tively correct equation for the steady-state population of
tio of the states. Rapid collisional mixing ensures statisti- the n = 2 level is
cal equilibrium at high densities, and in the low-density
coronal limit there is little pumping of the 2p states from V1CN =N,tA1zP, +D 2 .",) (4,
2s; therefore, statistical populations prevail because only In Eq. (4), N, and .,' are the n = I and 2 level population
this process can cause departures from c=0.5. In the in- densities cm 3), nV, is the electron density (cm). and

termediate density regime. e may reach values as high as the other symbols are defined above. It is useful to define

0.7-0.8. although the relative effects of electron-ion and

ion-ion collisions are not yet precisely determined'( and a quenching probability PQ-the probability that the n = 2

render this conclusion still somewhat uncertain. As point- level is collisionally depopulated during a Ly-a scattering
ed out by Sampson 2 and Irons,' 3. 14 substantial optical PQ=D.N, /(Aa +D2.1+ ) .V5
depth will reduce any tendency for a departure from sta-
tistical equilibrium. In view of the remaining uncertain- Combining Eqs. (4) and (5) leads to the following expres-

ties as well as the fact that the plasmas we analyze here sion for the n = 2 population density:

are generally optically thick, we have assumed statistical C,2 I IPQ
population of the j=- and j=- sublevels (e=0.5) for , - P +1 (6)
all the plasmas considered here, for each hydrogenlike lev.
el. We also assume that the ion thermal velocities are suf-
ficiently greater than the plasma differential motion to en- The significance of Eq. (6) becomes apparent when con-
able the plasma to be treated as stationary. Irons1'3 ' 4 has sidering P. The escape probability obtained will depend
explored some of the consequences of substantial plasma on whether the single-Voigt-profile approximation or the
differential motion for Ly-a opacity. true fine-structure profile is used in the calculation. Let-

ting P, now stand for the escape probability, which would
B. Analysis of opacity effects be obtained from the spurious single-Voigt-profile approx-

imation, and Pef refer to the true fine-structure-opacity
The doublet splitting of the Lyman series is important escape probability, the ratio of population densities ob-

as an opacity determinant when the separation of the tained with the correct opacity to that obtained with the
components is comparable to the Doppler half-width single-profile opacity is
(AVD ) of the line. For specificity, the Av o referred to
here is the half-width of the Doppler line profile at e -' of -N(with fine structure) P'( I -PQ )+PQ 7

the central maximum. As pointed out by Irons, 3 the ratio N 2 (single Voigt) - P,f( -PQ)+P 17

9
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248 J. P. APRUZESE, 1. DAVIS, D. DUSTON, AND R W. CLARK 29

Equation (7) is obtainable from Eq. (6) with the (excellent) " 1 18
assumption that N, is not affected by fine-structure opaci- D,= 2 x 10- ()
ty. Note the limits implicit in Eq. (7). At very high den- 1
sities, when PQ- 1. there is no difference in populations. in units of cmAsec - 1.  The temperature range
Collisional processes control the level population. Also, (0. 18-0.57)Z2 Ry covers a large range of plasmas where
when Pt 1-PQ I and P,1 I -P) are both much smaller hydrogenlike species are significantly present. Combining
than PQ, fine structure again has no effect on N,. This Eqs. (11) and (12) yields our final, Z-dependent criterion
corresponds to the effectively thick case, where most pho- for less than 10% level population change due to fine-
tons do not escape, even after many scatterings. The structure opacity
number of radiative excitations, while possibly large, is
determined by collisional quenching, not by the detailed 9.3 x 10 6 Z- , >P1 . (13)
behavior of P, or Pf. However, when PQ-.0 the com- If the electron density is sufficiently high to render the
puted populations of n =2 are inversely proportional to
the ratio of escape probabilities. Radiative excitation

substantially smaller compared to the single-Voigt-profile approximation-will
dominates the level if P, (or Pf)J is sbtnilymaer affect the 1e~el populations by less than 1017. We again
than unity. For fine-structure opacity to be negligible (de-
fined as having less than a 10% effect on population of stress that Eq. 13) is to be applied to optically thick plas-
fne = as qiess tmas only-when the plasma is optically thin the fine-

structure profiles cannot affect populations. The Voigt-

P, I-PQ)+PQ>0.9Pf(I-PQ)+O. 9 PQ . (8) profile escape probability P, has been given in approxi-
mate analytic form by Athay.'5

In general, Pe, will exceed P,. For Ly a, a single line of The effect on line emission of the doublet profile is

optical depth -"0 is in effect replaced by two separate lines
of optical depths jro anda r for 2pv. and 2Pi2, respec- perhaps of even more interest and importance than the

change in population densities. Even though the popula-
tively. The escape probability at large optical depth for a tions may not be affected, the different effective escape
Voigt profile is proportional to 7- 1/2; hence, if there is no probability can surely influence the Ly-a integrated inten-
overlap of the doublet wings sity. The ratio of computed emission with fine-structure

Pef L 1 2 orI--1/+ opacity to that obtained from a single Voigt profile is

P,- I33f N2 (fine)A2 P f 130 N2 (single Voigt(AA1  14)

1.4 . (9) or, using Eq. (7),

As discussed by Irons, t' the assumption of no wing over- Io P. l j I -Q (15)
lap fails for ro_2 102; this failure will arise at lower r0 for
small Z and higher r0 for large Z, according to Eq. (3) for The quantity PQ /(1 - PQ) is obtainable as above for the

the doublet spacing. However, since we seek a criterion temperature range (0.18-0.57)Z 2 Ry, from Eqs. (5) and

for the onset of fine-structure-opacity effects, the ratio of (12), and the expression for .421

Eq. (9) will be presently assumed. More exact results are PQ I N2.45) X0-1. Z -
7 (16)

given below in the section on numerical modeling. Coin- I (16)
bining Eqs. (8) and (9) yields the following criterion for
the negligibility of fine-structure-opacity effects on popu- Therefore,
lation densities: If Pjr P,+2.45xIOiSN Z -7

0.38 'P (10) lo P. Pf,+2.45XIO-'NZ
- ' " 1

I PQ i~pEquation (17) is usable if P, and P 1 can be calculated or
or employing Eq. (5) estimated. If, as before, we assume P 1 = 1. 4PQ, an approx-

D , I> P.imate criterion for 10% enhancement of emission due to

0.38 - 11> p,. 1 fine structure is obtainable,

To cast Eq. (11) into a more useful form, note that

A21 =5x 10 3 (Z/18)4 sec - 1. Also, depopulation of the The physical content of Eq. (18) is that, in an optically
n =2 level is temperature, density, and Z dependent. Fol- thick plasma with an electron density sufficiently high to
lowing Refs. 9-11, we will refer to the temperature in validate the inequality, fine-structure opacity will result in
units of Z 2 Ry= 13.6Z eV. For temperatures of a Ly-a intensity at least 10% higher than would be ob-
t0. 18-0.57)Z 2 Ry (0.8 to 2.5 keV for argon) the depopu- tained from the single Voigt approximation.
lation of n = 2, summed over the levels, has been calculat- We have demonstrated that the interplay of optical
ed from the Coulomb-Born approximation' and is found depth (as expressed by P,) and the collisional quenching
to vary less than 20% from its valu at 0.3Z 2 Ry, where rate (as expressed by N,), rather than either factor alone,

10
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determines the importance of doublet-opacity effects on ty. where escape probabilities have yet to be tabulated or
population densities and spectral emission. Several simple fitted analytically, %e hase adopted a hybrid of the
expressions obtained above express this interplay semi- method of Ref. 21 and more consentional multifrequency
quantitatively and convincingly demonstrate the trends to approaches. The single-angle feature of Ref. 21 is re-
be anticipated. We now turn to specific numerical results tained but each line is divided into 17-43 frequency
for further illumination of the question. groups-depending on the line shape and optical depth.

The coupling constants are defined in terms of individual
III. NUMERICAL MODEL frequencies (where the escape probability at each frequen-

cy is purely exponential) rather than individual lines. This
A. Model description also allows inclusion of continuum optical depths and line

and continuum cross-pumping. Given the population
In order to validate and clarify the analytic approxima- densities a set of cell-to-cell photon coupling constants at

tions presented above, as well as provide more specific each of more than 350 frequencies is thus obtainable.
spectral diagnostics, we have performed an extensive series The iteration technique by which self-consistency be-
of numerical calculations centered on one element (argon). tween the radiative-transfer and steady-state rate equa-
The calculations consist of a set of simultaneous solutions tions is obtained has also been significantly impro%ed.
of the coupled atomic-rate and radiative-transfer equa- The most straightforward and obvious procedure, using
tions for argon plasma cylinders where the varied parame- the radiation field from the previous iteration to calculate
ters are temperature, density, and radius r, presumed populations which then enables the radiation field to be
much smaller than the length. These solutions have typi- recomputed until consistency is achieved, is known as A
cally been carried out with both the more realistic doublet iteration. This technique is a very poor choice for low-
opacity and an assumed single Voigt profile for each pa- density, high-optical-depth astrophysical problems23 since
rameter set. the number of iterations required is approximately equal

The atomic model consists of 38 levels ranging from to the mean number of photon scatterings, which can be
neutral ArI to the bare nucleus (Ar XIX). Since our focus very large under such circumstances. However, the situa-
is on K-shell radiation, only ground states are carried tion is not nearly so difficult for laboratory plasmas where
through Be-like argon (Ar xv). For Li-like ArXvt, the the optical depths are smaller and the quenching probabil-
Is22s, Is22p, 1s23s, Is23p, Is23d, and Is 2, n =4 (compos- ities larger than those which prevail in astrophysical situa-
ite) levels are modeled. The Ar XVtt manifold includes tions, resulting in far fewer scatterings. We employ the
Is2 S, ls2s 3S, ls2p 3P, ls2s 1S, ls2p iP, the n =3 triplets mathematical equivalent of Rybicki's core-saturation
and singlets, and n =4-7 composite levels. For Arxvtn, method24 and thereby render the A-iteration technique
n = 1-5 are included. The various levels are connected quite serviceable for laboratory plasma calculations. As
through electron collisional excitation and deexcitation, noted by Rybicki. 4 the conceptual and computational
collisional ionization and radiative recombination, three- simplicity of the technique is a very desirable feature,
body recombination, and, where appropriate, dielectronic especially for complex multilevel problems.
recombination. Photoionization and photoexcitation are To demonstrate our application of the core-saturation
accounted for by solving the radiative transfer. All the method for A iteration, we consider one line characterized
modeled ionization edges are included as part of the by a profile-averaged photon escape probability from the
radiative-transfer model. Additionally, all the optically plasma P, and quenching probability PQ. Let N.'
thick resonance lines inherent in the level structure represent the upper level density obtained on the ith itera-
described above are also transported, along with the 2-3 tion and A the spontaneous decay probability. The pho-
line of ArXVtin and the ls2p 'P-ls3d t D line of Ar XVii. toexcitation rate for the ith iteration is therefore
While some of the higher levels have been omitted because N. 'A(I-P,). If C,, and D, are the collisional creation
of storage and efficiency considerations, the model pro- and depopulation rates, respectively, for N.,, N,' ''is ob-
vides a substantially complete description of the processes tained from the equation balancing gains and losses in the
which form the dominant spectral lines of K-shell argon. level
A discussion of the atomic rate calculations is contained
in Ref. 17. In all results presented below, the plasma is N." "M + D. C. +,V."A( I - P, (19)
assumed to be in collisional-radiative equilibrium (CRE); or
namely, that each level-population density is in a steady
state consistent with the atomic rates and photon fluxes N, =N,, + (i-P,)(I -P) , (20)
produced by the other level populations. where PQ =D. /(A +D. ) as before, and the upper level

Some improvements have been effected in our technique population for an optically thin plasma is given by the
for carrying out the simultaneous, steady-state solution of first iterative solution
the radiative-transfer and rate equations.2'4.7-22 Refer-
ence 21 describes a multicell-coupling technique for radia- C,
tive transfer in spherical and cylindrical geometries, based V. - . (21)
on frequency-integrated line escape probabilities. This A +D.
method produces nearly exact solutions while employing
only one ray angle and the computational equivalent of Equation (20) yields a recursive sum for the nth iteration's
just one frequency per line. To account for doublet opaci- solution

11
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)V,(, I I l -2

Z, NCRMA5iZE, PROFiLk
i-O . 0, (NO FINE STRUCTUR. L y ;WITM F NE

LII S 1~~ TRUCTURAE),
The slow convergence of the sum of Eq. (22) when ' Y ., /,E
P,,PQ << I precisely expresses the difficulty of A iteration. 2 WIT. FNE STRUCTJRE,
Note, however, that the sum is analytically evaluable to SRUCTURE/

give /
STRUCTURE,

,,.=,---,,,, l-(l-PQ)(l-P,) (23) / I

and that this is exactly what is obtained for N, on the first Z __-___- ______-, ____., _______- ____

-4C --50 -20 -1: 0 *.C .ZC .3 .40iteration if, in Eq. (19) A is replaced by AP, instead of cal- ZPLEA WITHS AT ,4 koV ,.,,

culating excitations as A( I - P,). This is the essence of FIG. I. Normalized fine-structure profiles of the absorption
Rybicki's technique2 ' of eliminating the readily absorbed coefficients of Ar xviii Ly a, 0. and -' are compared to the sin-
line core photons. In practice, we apply the method by gle Voigt profile which would characterize the opacity in the ab-
calculating, cell by cell, the escape probability from the sence of fine-structure splitting.
plasma for each line by integrating over the absorption
profile--including the continuum. The spontaneous ernis- sity N1, and electron temperature T,. The "same" spec-
sion coefficients are then diluted by this factor on the first trum is defined as the same relative intensities of the lines.
iteration, which generally results in an excellent approxi- Absolute intensities will differ due to the differing line
mation to the final solution, especially near the plasma photon energies and total numbers of emitting ions. We
center. On subsequent iterations, the spontaneous emis- recommend Z scaling only for 13 <Z <26 from the
sion coefficients are diluted in each cell by the escape Z=18 results presented below, since the Z 1 5 scaling of
probability from that cell and excitations are computed fine-structure splitting [Eq. (3)] will spoil the applicability
explicitly only for the line wing photons arriving from of the scaling far from Z = 18.
other cells. This completely general procedure usually
converges within 20 iterations even for several hundred C. Numerical results
Ly-a optical depths. Convergence has been verified by
starting with entirely different initial iterative solutions, In Fig. I the doublet absorption profiles for Ar xvx Ly
and by quadrupling the number of iterations, both of a, Ly 13, and Ly y are shown along with the single Voigt
which yield the same final level populations. profile which would characterize the line opacity in the

absence of fine structure. The profiles are normalized for
B. Z scaling of numerical results case of comparison. Plasma conditions of ion temperature1.4 keV and ion density 3.7x l10s cm -3 are assumed.

In order that the results given below, specifically o- 14kVadindniy37I1 m aeasmd
Note that the Ly-a profile is split into two distinct

tained for argon, may be readily applied to other low-to- features since the doublet components are -5 Doppler
medium-Z elements, we present the methodology for Z widths apart. However, both Ly 3 and Ly y appear
scaling in this section. Given a K-shell argon plasma of quasi-Gaussian. with a skewing of the profile toward the
radius R 0 , ion density N,, and temperature T,, the results stronger of the fine-structure components. For Ly f i the
may clearly be applied to a plasma of atomic number Z at strnge f the in ue ompoetsqForeLsma th
a temperature of T,(Z/18)

2 . However, scaling the density

and size is not quite so straightforward. To maintain the
analogous level populations and spectrum, it is evident OAMETER '134

from the discussion in Sec. 11 that both the quenching T-IIIO

probabilities and optical depths must remain the same.
The quenching probability is determined by the ratio of , -
collision rates-which scale as Z- 3-to spontaneous de-
cay rates-which scale as Z 4. Since the quenching proba- 0. 0,
bility consequently scales as Z -, the electron density i
must scale as to offset this. Therefore, the ion density i 6 '7
must increase as to maintain the same ratio of radia- Z,_
tive to collisional rates as would prevail in an argon plas- Z 0,

ma. Finally, to maintain the same line optical depth to,
note that it is proportional to RoNXM/T, )"/2 where X is
the wavelength, M the ion mass, and T, the ion tempera- - _. ....
ture. Since N,-Z 6 , X~Z -  , M-Z, and T,-Z 2 . '* ,,
ro-ORZ'

5. Therefore, the size must scale as Z - 3 to ,o ..
maintain the optical depth. In summary, a K-shell plasma FIG. 2. Ratio of the a =2. 3. and .4 Ar xvif populations oh-
of atomic number Z, radius R0 ( 18/Z 5, ion density tained with the correct fine-structure profiles to those obtained
NIZ/18)6, and temperature T(Z/18)2 will produce the using a single Voigt profile are plotted against ion denstis for
same spectrum as an argon plasma of radius Ro, ion den- the indicated cylindrical plasma temperature and diameter.

12
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Therefore, the following results will concentrate on Ly-a 100.
and LY)- power outputs and line ratios which could re-
flect those outputs as influenced by fine-structure opacity.

In Fig. 2 the ratio of populations calculated with realis-
tic doublet opacities to those which would prevail in the
absence of fine structure is plotted against density, for an He Ly5
argon plasma temperature of 1.4 keV and a diameter of
1.34 mm. The changes in n =3 and 4 are 15% or less, .7
whereas, for an ion density of -3 x 1019 cm - 3, the n =2 He Lv.

population is reduced by a factor of 2. For all three levels,
the population ratio approaches unity at both low and 9

high densities. consistent with Eq. (7). For the ls I,.-2p3 ,.
component. the line-center optical depths are 0.14, 2. 47,
and 420 at ion densities of 10", 10' . 102°'. and 1021 cm *.

respectively. The corresponding optical depth of a single
Voigt profile. r. would be 50% greater. Since . 18N , o--

r, = 3.5 x l ON. for ion densities between 10-'o and 1011 x

cm - 3. The approximate escape probability for a Voigt
profile' 5 is given as a function of the damping parameter
a and optical depth r for -o>> I: NO FINE STRUCTURE

11/2 - FINE STRUCTURE INCLUDED

P'=O.085 1 ! t24)
10.21 I

The damping parameter a for a resonance line is 1019 10. to lol'

ION DENSITY jc
-
1

a -- r(25) FIG. 3. Line ratios Arxvi 1s-ls3p 'P/Ly a and Arxii
41rAVo Is2-ls4p 'P/Ly 3 are plotted against ion density for a plasma

where the upper-state inverse lifetime r for Ly a is most- diameter of 1.34 mm and temperature 1.4 keV. Where fine-
ly determined by radiative decay in this density range. structure opacity results in significant differences, it is indicated.

The Doppler width AVD at 1.4 keV is 2.2 X10' Hz. In-
cluding the collisional contribution, a=2.5x l0 -  for 10.0
these densities, and Eqs. (24) and (13) may be combined to ION DENsITY.37 X Io

'
S m-

obtain the electron density at which a 10% departure of I METE. I On

n =2 population due to fine-structure opacity would be
expected according to the analytic theory I

9.3X 10-16(18)'N>0.85 2.5x 10 2 (26) L,

which yields an electron density of 6.1 x 102 cm-'
equivalent to an ion density of 3.4X 1020 cm - 3 which is in He$/L~a

excellent agreement, considering the approximations, with
the numerically calculated value of 4.5 X 1020 (Fig. 2).

The most experimentally detectable consequence of fine
structure is certainly spectroscopic effects. The analytic .
results presented above also contain (Eq. (18)] an
electron-density criterion for 10% enhancement of Ly a.
In Fig. 3 we present two line ratios which are both tern-
perature and density sensitive: He Is2-Is 4p 'P/Ly f and
He ls 2 - ls3p 'P/Ly a, as a function of density, with and
without the correct doublet opacity. The ratios decrease

substantially with density even with fixed temperature (1.4
keV) and plasma diameter (1.34 mm) since higher collision
rates and optical depths increase the excitation and ioniza- 0 1o 1 5 2 0

tion state of the plasma. However, at the highest densities T(,W

the Arxvll to Arxviii line ratios level off and then in-
crease. This is primarily due to the increased opacity of FIG. 4. Same line ratios of Fig. 3 are j ... tied against tem-
the Lyman lines coupled with the decreased opacity of the perature for the same size c),lindncal argon plasma (1.34 mm) at
heliumlike lines as the average charge state of the plasma an ion density of 3.7x 101" cm-', where the presence of fine
increases with density. The double valuing of line ratios structure makes no difference.

13
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due to opacity effects has been noted elsewhere."' At ion
densities of - 102 and higher, the dichotomy between
fine-structure and single-profile calculations is noticeable;
it reflects the higher power outputs of both Ly a and L)
due to the greater effective escape probabilities of the
doublet profiles. For Ly a, these results provide another iON DENSITY - 10-4 m

point of comparison with the theory of Sec. ll. According I T -O 1 34i -,

to Eq. (18), the Ly-a line intensity should be enhanced by 10o
10% when

5.2NI-'NZ-">P, (18) 2 Heey Lv 0

Equation (24), plus the fact that r0z 3.5 10-: 0 N, allows -

Eq. (18) to be solved for ,; the result predicts a 10%
power enhancement at .V , , /18= 1. 1 ,< 10 cm-", in WITHOUT FINE STijCTU-E
excellent agreement with the numerically calculated value
of 1.3X 1020 cm-3 (Fig. 3). H.V Ly

Figures 4 and 5 present this same ratio as a function of
temperature, again for a plasma of fixed diameter 1.34
mm. In Fig. 4 the ion density is 3.7x 10" cm - 3. At
these relatively modest optical depths ( - 10 for Ly a) the
ratios are single valued and a very good temperature indi-
cator. Also, fine structure does not affect the power out- 10-1.
put at this density; therefore, only one curve appears for 06 10 14 isB 2.2 26 30 34

each line ratio. This may be contrasted with Fig. 5 where T JkeVI

the same information is presented at the considerably FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, except the density is 10"' ions per
higher ion density of 1021 cm-3. Fine-structure opacity cm-". At this density the result depends upon the details of the
noticeably depresses the line ratios for the entire tempera- fine-structure profile and such is indicated.
ture range considered. Also, the much larger optical
depths virtually eliminate the temperature sensitivity of
the ratios above 1.0 keV: as the population of Ar xviii in- 3.7x 101" cm - except that the higher optical depths pro-

creases with temperature, so does the opacity, which con- duce deeper self-reversed cores. At ion densities of
siderably reduces the tendency of the Lyman line to in- 7.5 x 10:° cm - and 1021 cm - , the profiles have a pecu-
crease in intensity. At an ion density of 3.7x 10"' cm - 3. liar three-pronged appearance. The three peaks appear
the Lyman photons generally escape after a few scatter- where the profile optical depth is approximately unity-
ings; at 10't cm- , they are mostly collisionally quenched. one peak on each of the far wings of the components. with

The fact that the enhancement of Ly 0 is coriparable to another emission peak occurring at the absorption
that of Ly a may seem puzzling in light of th fact that minimum between the two components.
the Ly-O profile is not so drastically affected by fine Because of this density sensiti%it., the Ly-a profile is
structure iFig. I). However, the Lorentz wings of the pro- potentially an excellent density diagnostic. Since the pro-
file are substantially enhanced by the increase in damping
parameter (i.e., reduction in level lifetime) when collisions
transferring population among fine-structure levels are
considered. At such high opacities, substantial numbers
of photons can escape only in these far wings--resulting V1 i Iin the Ly-fl power increase. For Ly a, as noted above, thej
upper level lifetime is still mostly determined by its very
high radiative decay rate, even when collisions among I

fine-structure levels are considered.
Finally, in Fig. 6 we present the evolution of the emit-

ted Ly-a profile as a function of density for a temperature
of 1.4 keV and a plasma diameter of 1.34 mm. At
N, = 1018 cm - 3, the 2P3/2 component is twice the strength
of the 2p1/2 since the lines are optically thin at this densi- N, - 10" 6.0" 3710" ICe 3. ion 7 5.- ,a

ty. At 6X 10s cm - 3 , -0-. 1 and the 2P3/2 component be-
gins to saturate to the value of the source function- FIG. 6. Evolution of the emitted Ly-a profile is presented a,
allowing the 2pt,/ to begin to approach its intensity. At a function of density for an argon plasma of 1.4 KeV and diam-
3.7X 10O9 cm - 3 , full saturation has occurred-the com- eter 1.34 mm. The splitting of the tmo c:)mponent% 'sislhle ai
ponents are of equal intensity and a small self-reversed the lowest density' is 5.4 mA and thi horizonta! ,ale is m un-
core is seen in each. The profiles at ion densities of 1020 tamed throughout. The absolute intensities hase bccn norma:
and 3x 1020 cm - 3 are qualitatively similar to that at ized for ease of comparison.
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B. Ionization Dynamics and Diagnostics

I. INTRODUCTION

In response to the new experiments being planned on the Gamble II

machine during FY84, several new atomic models have been constructed and

implemented in the ionization/radiation models. With the acquisition of

the Hartree-Slater atomic structure code of Cowan, the compilation of

energy levels and radiative decay rates has been vastly improved, both in

the increased comprehensiveness of the data as well as the enhanced

accuracy. This improvement is directly reflected in the predictive

capability of the radiation models.

II. MODELS

Two new K-shell models were completed this year, for silicon and

titanium. Both models contain the sufficient level structure needed to

accurately diagnose x-ray spectra from dense plasmas of thesa materials.

In particular, this includes up to n-values (principal quantum number) of 5

in the hydrogenlike, heliumlike, and lithiumlike ions. The silicon models

expected to be employed in imploding glass wire experiments on the pulse

power generator at NRL. Conceivably, glass could be incorporated as a core

element or a mixture with aluminum in order to test the cooperative photon

pumping effects between the two materials. An example of a silicon K-shell

spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.

The titanium K-shell model was likewise constructed to diagnose

imploding wire arrays of this material. During previous experiments on the

BJV generator, titanium received serious consideration as a PRS load

material. With the upgrades on existing machines, it is possible that

titanium wires will be re-examined as a viable radiation source. A typical

titanium K-shell spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.

It has often been conjectured that it may be far easier to use the L-

shell x-ray emission from a high-Z material rather than the K-shell x-rays

from a lower-Z material (e.g., neon aluminum, argon) to obtain radiation
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emission of the right color for the DNA-PRS goals. To this end,

experimentalists at PI have been working with a krypton gas puff during

recent months. Krypton has also been selected as the primary load material

to test the new gas puff capabilities presently being installed on the NRL

Gamble II generator. In order to provide theoretical support for these

programs, an L-shell model for krypton has been constructed. This model

represents a Herculean effort in both data compilation and calculation and

is the most advanced atomic structure modeling tool to date. In the

construction of this model, over 15,000 oscillator strengths were

calculated; these were reduced, via statistical averaging, to over 450

lines from over 100 different excited levels in 11 ions from Na-like Kr

XXVI to H-like Kr XXXVI. Nearly 600 electron impact excitation rates, 150

collisional ionization rates and photoionization cross-sections, and 15

effective dielectronic recombination rates were necessary to complete a

model suitable for use in our collisional-radiative equilibrium (CRE)

ionization/radiation code. The atomic energy levels used in the krypton

model are listed in Table I along with their statistical weights; as is

evident, significant level averaging has been done to account for the bulk

of the radiation while keeping only 12 excited states per ionization stage.

As an illustration of how the predictions of various approximations

compare in dense plasmas, our CRE model has been used to calculate the

values of various ionization and radiation quantities in a dense (1020

ions/cm 3) krypton plasma. In Fig. 3, the effective ionization state of the

plasma is plotted versus electron temperature, for three different models:

CRE, LTE, and Corona. Also shown is the curve for CRE with opacity effects

included for an optically thick cylindrical plasma (radius - 500 Jm). For

this density, the plasma is nearly in LTE at low temperatures, while the

corona model gives accurate results at high temperature. As the density

increases, the CRE results will tend closer to the LTE curve. The

fractional ion abundances (including excited state densities) are shown in

Fig. 4 as a function of temperature. Only the L and K-shell ions are

included as well as the Mg and Na- like ions since no excited-level

structure was included in the model for Kr I - Kr XXIV. Also shown is the

result for the Ne-like ion as predicted by the corona model. Notice both

the peak abundance as well as the temperature at which it occurs are in

disagreement. This is an important result for x-ray laser studies of
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population inversions in Ne-like systems, since the gain prediction for an

experimental plasma configuration is a strong function of the ground state

density; an error from 1.0 to 1.8 keV in the temperature corresponding to

peak Ne-like abundance will have a significant effect on this prediction.

However, the peak-abundance temperature is not necessarily the value

one wants to attain experimentally. In Fig. 5, the line intensities for

several Ne-like transitions are shown versus temperature for a krypton

203plasma at 10 ions/cm3 . Note that although the total ion population

density peaks at about 1.0 keV (see Fig. 4), the line intensities peak at

nearly 1.3 keV. This is due to the fact that the line intensities are

nearly proportional (exactly proportional in coronal equilibrium) to the

product of the ground state population and the electron impact excitation

rate of the upper level of the bound-bound transition. Thus, if a

population inversion can be attained in the plasma, the electron

temperature at which maximum gain can be realized will probably be

somewhere between the values predicted by Figs. 4 and 5.

The gross radiation characteristics of the krypton plasma are shown

for the various models in Fig. 6 as a function of temperature. The CRE

"thick" results are also shown for the same geometric conditions as stated

earlier. Neither the LTE nor the coronal model predict the functional form

of the radiational cooling very realistically, until 30-50 keY

temperatures, where bremsstrahlung is the dominant radiative mechanism.

The LTE predictions are by far the worst, calculating an intense peak in

the K-shell radiation at the same temperatures that CRE results indicate

the L-shell radiation is peaking. The corona model, on the other hand,

predicts an incorrectly large M-shell peak at about 0.6 keV, since

collisional quenching is neglected in the coronal approximation. Note that

opacity effects tend to reduce the radiative cooling by about a factor of

three for these conditions at plasma temperatures corresponding to peak L-

shell emission (-2.5 keV).

Finally, a breakdown of the various radiating mechanisms is shown in

Fig 7, for the same conditions as Fig. 6. The contributions due to bound-

bound (lines), bound-free (recombination) and free-free (bremsstrahlung)

radiation are illustrated, as well as the K-line radiation as a function of

electron temperature. At low temperatures, line emission is totally
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dominant, while bremsstrahlung takes over at about 30 keV. The radiative

recombination, although clearly not a factor in the total radiation at

1020 ions/cm3 , can become dominant as the density increases. However, the

density at which this occurs is an increasing function of plasma material

Z. Thus, in laser-heated targets, for example, bound-free processes may

dominate the radiational cooling for carbon and aluminum while materials

like molybdenum and gold radiate mainly via line emission.

As an illustration of a typical krypton emission spectrum, the

emission from a puff plasma with a linear temperature gradient (1.0-8.0

keV) is shown in Figs. 8a-8d.

Interesting features of the spectrum include line emission gap from

1.0-1.6 keV (Fig. 8b); the An=O L-shell transitions lie below the gap while

the An=l,2,... transitions all lie above it. The M-shell lines (not

included in this model) all lie below 900 eV and, hence, will not fill the

empty region with line emission. Above 2.8 keV, the line emission ceases

once more (Fig. 8c) until finally the K-shell Lyman series lines appear at

13.0 keV (Fig. 8d).

This model can be used both as a diagnostic post-processor (in

conjunction with our CRE model) or as an on-line radiation routine, used

with our I-D MHD gas puff implosion code. Presently, we are attempting to

reduce the size of this model significantly for more efficient and

economical implementation in the hydro codes, while yet maintaining the

bulk radiation energetic properties of the model to high accuracy. It will

be possible to insure this accuracy by detailed comparison between the

reduced and full-blown versions of the krypton model.

III. DIELECTRONIC SATELLITE LINE MODEL

The main emphasis of the program in plasma diagnostics development

this year centered on the construction of a model for dielectronic

satellite lines. Satellite lines are emitted as a consequence of the

radiative decay of doubly-excited levels and lie close to main resonance

lines in the emission spectrum. The importance of these spectral features

to the DNA-PRS program lies in their value as plasma temperature and
I
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density indicators coupled with their prominence in the spectrum of gas

puff and wire array implosions; the lines of special interest to the

program are the lithiumlike and heliumlike satellites.

One of the main advantages of using satellite lines as plasma

diagnostics is that both they and the resonance lines are populated by

electron collisions with the same ground state. This removes, somewhat,

the uncertainty of the ionization balance from the density and temperature

determinations. The preliminary study of these features,describing the

construction of the model and the temperature and density variation of the

satellite line intensities have been documented in a detailed publication;

a reprint of this paper can be found in the Appendix B of this report.
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Table I - Atomic energy levels and statistical weights for krypton
Kr I - Kr XXV Kr XXVIII (F-like)

ground states only is2 2s2 2p5 (2P) 6

2s2p 6 (2S) 2Kr XXVI (Na-like) 2s2 2p4 3s 30

2s22p43p 90Is2 2s2 2p6 3s 2 2s2 2p4 3d 150

3p 6 2s2p 3s 24
3d 10 2s2p 53p 72

4s 2 2s2p 5 3d 120
4p 6 2s2 2p44 480
4d 10 2s2p 5 4, 384
4f 14 2s22p4 5;
5 Z 50 2s2p55 1350

U 72 2s2 2p4 6;

Kr XXVII (Ne-like) 
2 s2p56Z 1944

s2 2s22p6 (S) 1 Kr XXIX (0-like)

2s22p53s (3/2) 8 Iss 22p4 ( 3P2ISO )  6
2s2 2p5 3s (1/2) 4s2 ( 1
2s22p53p (3/2) 24 2s2 2p4 (3 PI)(ID 2 ) 8

2s2 2p4 (3 Po ) I2s2 2p5 3p (1/2) 12 2sp 5 (3P) 9
2s2 2p5 3d (3/2) 40 2s2p 5 (IP I) 3

2s2 2p5 3d (1/2) 202s2p 6 3s 4 2 3
2s22p 33  360

2s2p 63p 12 32s2p 3 3R 270
2s2p 6 3d 

20252s22p 3 4 Z 6402s2 2p54z 1924
22s2p 4 4 9 4802s2 2p5 5) 300

2s22p56i 432
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Table 1 (Cont'd) - Atom~ic energy levels and st3tistical weights for krypton

Kr XXX (N-like) Kr %XXII (B-like)

1s2 ,s2 lp3 (4S 3 /2 ) 4 1s22s2 2p (2 Pl/ 2) 2

2s2p (D)( 2 p 1 / 2 ) 1) 2s22 (23/2) 4

2s22p3 ( 2P3 /2 ) 4 2s2p2 ( P) 12

2s2p 4 ( 4P) 12 2s2p2 ( 2 D)(2 Pl/2 ) 12

2s2p4 ( D) 10 Ls2p2 ( S)(2 P3 /2) 6

2s-?p 4 ( 2 SI/ 2)( 
2 P3 /2 ) 6 2p 3 ( 4S) 4

2s2p4 (2P1/2) 2 11p 3 ( 2D)(2Pl/ 2 ) 12

2p5 ( 2p) 6 2p 3 ( 2p32 4

2s22p2 3. 270 2s2 ', 18

2s2p 33.Z 720 2s2p(1/2)32 82

2s22P24 480 2s2p(3/2)3 134

2s2p342. 1280 2s 24 32

2szlp4, 384

Kr XXXI (C-like)

Kr XXXIII (Be-like)_

Is 222 2p2 ( 3p0) 1

2s 2 2p2 ( 3P1)( ID,) 8 ls 22s2 ( ISO) 1

2922p2 ( 3P2)( ISO) 6 2s2p (3P) q

2s2p3 ( 5 S2) 5 2s2p (181) 3

2s2p3 ( 3 D) 15 2p2 ( 3 P0 ) 1

2s2p3 ( 3 Po0 )( ID)(3S) 12 2p2 ( 3Pl)(lD 2) 8

2s2p3 ( 3 P,)( 1 P1 ) 8 2p2 ( 3P2)(
1 S0)) 6

2p4 ( po2 6 2s3s/3p 16

2p 4 ( 3P1 )( fl2 ) 32s 3d 20

2p4 ( ISO) 1 2p(1/2)3. 44

2s2 2p39  108 2p(3/2 )3 1 6

2s2p 2 3P 540 2s4Q 36

2s 2 2p4ci 192 2 p4  19 2

Wsp2 4', 960
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Table 1 (Cont'd) -Atomic energy levels and statistical weights for krypton

Kr MXXIV (Li-like)

lS22s 2

2p 6

3s 2

3p 6

3d 10

41, 32

RQ 50

Kr XXXV (He-like)

1S ( is) I

ls2s (3s) 3

ls2s (is) 1

ls2p (3p) 9

ls2p (1P) 3

ls3Z (3L) 27

1s39. ('L) 9

Is4Q. 64

Is5k 100

Kr XX-XVI (H-like)

Is 2

2Z 8

3R 18

4Z~ 32

5 Z 50
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Fig.- 1 Theoretical GRE silicon K-shell spectrum at T. 1.0 keV.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the Zef of a krypton plasma at 10 20 ions/cm3 as

predicted by LTE, Corona, CRE (thin), and CRE (thick, radius

500 Um) by a corona model.
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Fig. 4 Fractional ion abundances (CRE) of an optically thin krypton

plasma at 1020 ions/cm 3 . Also shown is the Ne-like abundance as

predicted by a corona model.
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Fig. 5 Line intensities for several Ne-like emission lines from an

optically thin krypton plasma at 1020 ions/cm 3
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Fig. 6 Radiative cooling curve for a krypton plasma at 102 0 ions/cm 3

comparing predictions from LTE, Corona, CRE (thin), and CRE (thick,

radius =500 jm) models.
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Fig. 7 The GRE radiative cooling curve for krypton, as in Fig. 6, showing

the contributions by line, recombination and bremsstrahlung

emission, also shown In the K-line radiation.
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Fig. 8 Theoretical CRE krypton spectrum from 0-18 keV at Te = 2.0 keV.
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C. Detailed Modeling of Ionization/Radiation in Dense Plasmas

I. INTRODUCTION

In this section, some of the problems involved in modeling plasma

radiation via the detailed configuration accounting method are discussed.

This consists of a collection of ideas, suggestions and difficulties

encountered over several years of work on the DNA-PRS program by several

members of the NRL Plasma Radiation Branch. The main thrust of this

discussion is an illustration of why such detailed methods are necessarily

brought to bear on DNA radiation programs and why more approximate modeling

techniques yield unacceptably incorrect predictions. In order to make this

point as clearly as possible, the discussion will be maintained in a

totally qualitative context.

As a preview of how the calculations from which the results were

gleaned are performed, a short description of the modeling techniques is

required. Briefly, a set of atomic rate equations is solved for the

population densities in a plasma as a function of ion density, electron and

ion temperature, and geometric configuration. Each equation describes

collisional processes affecting a specific atomic level and includes rate

coefficients from all important atomic processes. In addition to particle

collisions, radiation transport is also included in the model using either

photon probabilistic techniques or a multi-frequency ray-trace solution of

the equation of transfer, solved in variable 1-dimensional geometry. The

basis for the accuracy of such calculations is the quality of the cross-

sections employed. Presently we use a mixture of state-of-the art

calculations and simple hydrogenic approximations to generate the atomic

data; a more in-depth discussion of data compilation, however, will be

presented below.

The discussion has been divided into three areas:

(1) Atomic Data Compilation

(2) Model Construction and Numerical Constraints

(3) Model Implementation and Application.
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II. ATOMIC DATA COMPILATION

A. Level Structure

The first stage in the radiation modeling is usually the calculation or

compilation of the necessary data base. Before this can be accomplished, a

suitable or appropriate level structure must be selected. The selection

involves a decision to limit (i) the number of ions to model in detail and

(ii) the number of excited levels to include in these ions. The former

depends on the temperature and density regime to be modeled. To analyze

soft x-ray spectra from a laser microballoon implosion with argon-doped

fuel1 , for example, the two K-shell ions and the lithiumlike system (which

can effect the x-ray diagnostics, especially satellite lines) are

sufficient. A radiation-hydrodynamic treatment of a gas-puff implosion or

a laser-heated foil 2 , on the other hand, requires the modeling of excited

levels in many ions to adequately treat the radiation over the wide range

of electron temperatures encountered in these experiments. Since this is a

rather obvious point, let me proceed directly to the second (and much more

subtle) point. One wants to limit the number of excited levels per ion for

two reasons:

(I) th2 number of cross-sections required to be calculated increases

by almost n3 (where n is the principal quantum number) as more excited

states are included, and,

(2) the required computation time for radiation modeling increases as

the number of bound-bound transitions (hence, levels) increases,

particularly due to radiation transport.

Presented below are two examples of how the number of excited levels

included in a model can disturb the population densities. In Fig. 1, the

fractional ion abundances (ground plus excited states) of an aluminum

plasma at 1022 ions/cm 3 versus electron temperature is shown. The

calculation is for a plasma in collisional-radiative equilibrium (CRE) in

an "optically thin" plasma environment (radiation transport is not

included). Notice the variation in the lithiumlike Al XI abundance as

fewer excited levels are included in the level structure. One is spared

the endless task of including higher n-values only by the lowering of the
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ionization limit, which, at this density, lies just above the n=6 levels

(using the interparticle-distance criteria) . In fact, at 1022 ions/cm 3 ,

Fig. 1 illustrates one of the worst cases, since the effect of excited

states on the ionization balance decreases as the density decreases.

However, a careful determination of the lowering is obviously necessary in

order to accurately predict the required number of levels and the

ionization balance.

While this large effect on the ion abundances is present only at

higher densities, we have discovered, very recently, that limiting the

level structure in an ion can also affect the diagnostics, even at lower

densities. As a consequence of our tracer-dot spectroscopy program at

NRL,4 '5 it was found that K-shell x-ray diagnostics can be misinterpreted

if adequate structure is not included in the model. As an example, Fig. 2

contains a plot of several hydrogenlike to heliumlike resonance line

intensity ratios for a cylindrical aluminum plasma typical of that produced

by laser heating of a 115 um tracer-dot implant. The ion density is fixed

at 1020 ions/cm 3 and the plasma is assuned to be in CRE. Three

calculations were performed with different excited level structure: (1)

the solid curves represent n<l0 for both K-shell ions, (2) the dashed-

dotted curves represent n< 10 for the heliumlike system and n< 5 for the

hydrogenic ion, and (3) the dashed curves are with n<5 for both K-shell

ions. As can be seen from the curves, all ratios are affected by limited

level structure in the heliumlike system, while only higher Rydberg members

of the hydrogenic ion are affected by limiting the levels in that system.

The error in the temperature determination is 50-200 eV at this density,

depending on which line ratio is used. Of course, the effect is

exacerbated at higher ion densities but, again, is limited by the cutoff in

n due to lowering of the ionization limit. The message of Figs. 1 and 2,

however, i- clear: care must be taken in selecting level structure

adequate to describe the main population densities in the density regime

the model is to be applied, particularly if one's intention is to inlyze

experimental spectra.
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B. Large Data-Base Generation

One major obstacle that must be overcome when the modeling of a large

number of ions is required (as usually occurs where combined

radiation/hydrodynamic simulations are performed) is the assembly of large

numbers of cross-sections and/or rate coefficients. This can be a problem

not only in the computational expense that must be incurred but also simply

due to the large amount of time invested in amassing a large data base.

For example, the kryton model just completed contains all 37 ground states,

typically 10 excited levels in each of 11 ions (Na-like through H-like),

over 500 oscillator strengths, nearly 150 collisional ionization rates, 150

photoionization cross-sections, 12 effective dielectronic recombination

rates and over 600 electron impact excitation rates. To construct such

models efficiently requires rapid, inexpensive mathematical expressions,

such as: the exchange classical impact parameter (ECIP) or Lotz formula

for impact ionization, the hydrogenic Seaton formula for photo-ionization,
the Bates-Damgaard 8 formula for oscillator strengths, a semi-classical

impact parameter (SCIP)9  calculation for impact excitation, and the

Burgess-Merts1 0 formula for dielectronic recombination. From these rates

or cross-sections one calculates collisional and radiative recombination

and electron collisional de-excitation via detail balancing. Although

these (and other) methods reduce the expense and time requirements

significantly, the quality of the coefficients is questionable in several

cases. This leads us to the discussion in the next section.

C. Quality of the Rate Coefficients

Of course, we are all aware of the effect that the fusion effort and

scientific space program have had on the atomic physics community over the

last two decades. The need for comprehensive sets of accurate collisional

data for higher Z materials and higher charge states has stimulated many

workers to develop highly sophisticated theoretical techniques for

calculating these cross-sections. This allows model builders to be more

selective in making a "wish-list" for the type of rate coefficients they

would like to include in the models. For example, with a Hartree-Slater

atomic structure code (such as those of Cowan or Scofield) one can obtain

highly accurate bound and continuum wave functions, energy level
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eigenvalues and oscillator strengths. With these wave functions and the

proper potentials, one can also generate quality photoionization cross-

sections. Also, using these wave functions, autoionization rates are

obtained for use in calculating accurate ionization cross-sections via a

Coulomb-Born Distorted Wave calculation (with the effects of excitation-

autoionization included, of course). Similarly, excitation rates can be

computed via either the distorted wave or close-coupling techniques,

including the relevant autoionizing resonances. One now has a highly

accurate set of computer codes for calculating everything needed for a

sophisticated atomic model; however, the expense and time investment

required to exercise them is still prohibitive. Eventually, atomic

physicists will no doubt be persuaded to use their expertise, coupled with

their sophisticated structure and scattering codes, to parameterize large

numbers of coefficients, perhaps along iso-electronic sequences in a way

that can be easily adapted or implemented by the model builders. Some of

that has already been accomplished by Sampson II and co-workers at Penn.

State U. with impact excitation collision-strengths, but more work along

this line is sorely needed if comprehensive sets of accurate rate

coefficients are to be made easily accessible to the community of workers

who need them.

III. MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND NUMERICAL CONSTRAINTS

A. Diagnostics or Energetics?

The question posed by the preceding subtitle may be puzzling to some of

you, but to radiation modelers it's an all too familiar one. Often, a

choice has to be made during the construction of a model as to whether it

will be used in conjunction with a hydrodynamic model for predicting

radiation energetics or as simply a stand-alone tool for post-processing or

diagnosing experimental data. While these applications are not necessarily

at cross-purposes with one another, a model is usually designed exclusively

for only one application for reasons discussed earlier in the section on

limiting the number of levels. However, in many cases where an energy

level is required for both energetic and diagnostic purposes, one can still

reduce computational time by cleverly averaging over a group of levels
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which lie close in energy. As an example, there are eight nZ levels in

the n - 4 state of heliumlike ions: the 4s,4p,4d, and 4f states in the

single and triplet systems. In a dense plasma, however, one can often make

the safe assumption that electron-ion or ion-ion collisions 1 2 will maintain

a Boltzmann statistical equilibrium among the n, components. Thus, by

taking appropriate weighted averages of the various rate coefficients

coupling the 4i levels to surrounding states, the eight n - 4 levels can be

reduced to one with little loss of accuracy in calculating the radiation

from decay of the n - 4 state. Of course, what is sacrificed is the finer

details of the spectral emission, since, for example, a single 3d-4 line

will be calculated whereas both a 3d-4p and 3d-4f will be detected in the

experimental spectrum. In this way, one sacrifices more detailed spectral

calculations for reduced memory storage and computation time, both of which

can impact the usefulness of large radiation-hydrodynamic calculations. At

NRL, the solution to this problem is currently being pursued by way of a

two-pronged attack. The full models with more-detailed level structure are

constructed first. These are then used in experimental analysis (e.g.,

tracer-dot spectroscopy and Z-pinch diagnosis) or in post-processing hydro

code plasma profiles (e.g., x-ray laser studies). Then, extensive

averaging of levels and rates is done to construct a much-reduced model

suitable for hydro code applications, with the advantage that the

predictive capabilities of the reduced model can be checked and benchmarked

with the more complete version for accuracy. Using this technique, we are

currently reducing our 500-level krypton model to a 66-level version for

implementation in our MHD codes. The differences between these models will

be discussed in depth in a report to appear later.

B. Short-Cuts to Population Densities

As was stated earlier, our CRE radiation/ionization models are based on

the solution of coupled atomic rate equations to calculate the various

level populations. Because of the complexity of the method and the large

data base requirements, attempts are often made to use simpler but more

approximate alternatives to determine the state densities. Considering

only schemes which still maintain detailed configuration accounting (as

opposed to average-atom models), the methods fall into three basic

categories: (I) local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) models, 1 3 which
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solve the Saha and Boltzmann equilibrium relations to get population

densities, and are applicable in the high plasma density limit, (2)

corona models 13 which solve a set of equilibrium balance equations,

neglecting collisions when in competition with radiative processes, and are

valid in the low density limit, (3) a group of "approximately CRE" models

which, like CRE, are valid over a wide range of plasma densities, but

employ some special mathematical techniques to reduce the necessary atomic

data or computation time. Examples of these would be the method based on

population probabilities by Salzmann 1 4  and the .mixed model" of

Busquet. 15  In general, all of these models can give rather accurate

results for the population densities when applied to the plasma regimes for

which they were designed, and it is not our intent to detract from their

value in determining the level distributions. However, we have found that

using short-cuts to determine the population densities does little to

reduce the labor or cost of accurately predicting the radiation output.

There are two fundamental reasons for this. First, one still requires all

the oscillator strengths to make accurate predictions of line emission, as

well as all the radiative recombination rate coefficients to accurately

calculate the bound-free emission. Second, the major computational cost of

performing radiation calculations lies in the radiation transport

algorithm, not in the ionization balance calculation. Hence, one avoids

neither the toil of compiling the atomic data nor the necessary cost of

computation by using more approximate models, if the radiation field is a

required result. The inevitable conclusion we have arrived at, therefore,

is that one may as well construct and implement the complete CRE model.

C. Radiation Transport

As well as calculating the collisional effects on the ionization

balance, reabsorption and transport of radiation must also be taken into

account in these dense plasmas. Since the transport calculation usually

accounts for a major portion of the computational time, it is crucial that

the method be made as efficient and economical as possible. Our group at

NRL uses two different techniques to transport radiation in

ionization/radiation models: (1) probabilistic photon reabsorption, and

(2) frequency-by-frequency ray-trace solution of the transfer equation.
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The details of both of these methods have been published previously
2 '1 6- 2 0

and so I will spare you complicated descriptions and formulas. Basically,

the probabilistic technique treats individual spectral features (e.g.,

lines or recombination edges) distinctly, and calculates probabilities that

photons emitted in one plasma zone will be absorbed in another. By taking

into account various line broadening mechanisms and geometric factors in

summing and differencing the probabilities, the emitted radiation intensity

as well as the photon pumping rates (the effect of re-absorbed photons on

the rate equations) can be calculated. The frequency-by-frequency method,

on the other hand, involves tracing the photon paths via rays through the

plasma at individual frequencies, obtaining a solution for the radiative

intensity, I , by solving the equation of radiative transfer. The

difference between the methods is that the probabilistic method is

essentially the ray-trace technique averaged over path angle and over the

frequencies of the spectral feature. Both methods have been carefully

benchmarked with each other to insure that the predicted spectral

intensities and energy transfer compare well over the regime of

applicability of the models. What is lost by the probabilistic method are

the finer details of the line profile or recombination edge; these, on the'

other hand, are accurately calculated by the ray-trace technique. Of

course, many more spectral features can be treated by the former (due to

decreased memory requirements) as well as being significantly more

economical in terms of required computational time. Presently, we can use
these techniques interchangeably or in combination with each other. For
example, in lower density gas-puff or wire implosions (N z 1019 ions/cm 3)

the probabilistic technique is completely adequate for both lines and

recombination continua. However, at very high densities, like laser-

microballoon target simulation, the multi-frequency ray-trace method is

needed due to the dominance of Stark and opacity broadening. At medium

densities, such as those found in laser-foil or ion beam-foil interactions,

a "hybrid" model is used, whereby lines are treated probabilistically and

photoionization is calculated via the multi-frequency model.

Bremsstrahlung is always transported frequency-by-frequency since no

probabilistic technique has as yet been developed. Fowever, due to the

smooth nature of the free-free source function with photon frequency, very

few frequencies are required for accurate transport.
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The final statement about radiation transport, however, is simple and

to the point: newer, faster transport techniques need to be developed!

The present algorithms are economical enough for implementation in one-

dimensional hydro models; we demonstrated this fact in a paper earlier this

year. 2  However, if ionization/radiation models are to be successfully

integrated with 2-D codes, new, faster techniques are needed!

IV. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATION

A. An = 0 L-Shell Transitions

It is an obvious fact to those who work at low densities (primarily the

astrophysics and magnetic fusion workers) that the bulk of the non-K-shell

line emission results from transitions between levels of similar quantum

number (An=O transitions), where n=2 in the L-shell, n=3 in the M-shell,

etc. It is also well-known that as the plasma density increases to values

of interest to the audience here, the An=O radiation is overwhelmed at some

point by the An=l,2,... emission, due to the fact that at higher densities

the excited n=2 states (in the L-shell) become collisionally quenched; at

the same time, the rates for populating the higher n levels become great

enough that the lines from these states become more intense. The question

most relevant to model builders regarding this topic is: "Can one, at some

point in the density, neglect the excited n=2 levels in the model and

include levels charcterized by principle quantum number along?"

To address this question, the ratio of the An=O emission to the total

line radiation for the carbonlike ion of krypton versus ion density is

shown in Fig. 3. The electron temperature was fixed at 3 keV,

corresponding to roughly the maximum of the carbonlike abundance (as shown

in Fig. 4). At low densities, the An=O transitions account for 80% of the

total ionic line emission, but this drops to less than a percent in the
high density limit. The interesting fact is that the An=O emission is

strong up to densities of several times 1019, indicating that including the

n-2 excited states is imperative for modeling krypton Z-pinch implosions or

plasmas heated by x-ray lasers, non-coherent radiation sources, or ion

beams (where low-temperature, medium-density plasmas are generated); but,
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perhaps they can be neglected in laser-plasma interactions where the low-

temperature L-shell emitting region is usually at high densities during

much of the emission phase. Also, the density at which the Ln=O radiation

becomes negligible decreases with smaller-z materials, although no attempt

has been made to quantify this with our other models, as yet.

Nevertheless, all indications are that some accounting of An=O line

emission is necessary for accurate radiation energetics in a wide range of

plasma modeling applications. Because of the limitations of several other

techniques, such as the "average-ion" method, no account of An radiation

can be taken, making them unsuitable for modeling of PRS sources.

B. Non-Maxwellian Electron Distributions

The effects of non-thermal electron distributions on various physical

processes in dense plasmas is a topic of very recent interest. Areas

presently under investigation include such fundamental processes :s heat

" onduction, laser absorption and bremsstrahlung emission, for example.

Recently, we have taken an interest in how non-Maxwellian 'Istributions

affect the, ionic abundances and subsequent atomic radiation. To model

these effects requires complete re-shaping of the atomic data base, since

rate coefficients thermally averaged over Maxwellian distributions are not

applicable to the problem. Instead, tables of cross-sections or collision

strengths are required, enabling one to include the electron distribution

as an input variable, over which the data can be nveraged to obtain rite

coefficients. This problem was recently addressed in an NRL paper which

discussed the possibility of obtaining population inversion and gain in

neon-like systems by pumping with a suprathermal electron distribution. -

A graph depicting the ion abundance of neonlike iron as a function of the

hot electron-to-cold electron number density is shown in Fig. 4 for fixea

Te(cold) = 70 eV, Te(hot) = 800 eV, and Ne(cold) = 4x102 0 cm- 3
. For a

purely thermal plasma at 70 eV, the fraction of Fe XVII ions is below

20%. As the number of suprathermals is increased, the abundance increases

to over 70% and then to zero as all the neonlike electrons are burned

off. The figure to note here is that only a 1I concentration of hot

electrons can totally disturb the ionization balance calculated due to a

thermal bath alone. Whereas many laser-plasma interactions at high
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irradiance generate this percentage of suprathermals, it is not clear that

neglecting this effect in modeling such plasmas will result in an accurate

assessment of the population distributions. This may be particularly true

of K-shell populations where x-ray lines from K-shell ions are used to

determine the local electron temperature and infer the extent of preheat

due to electron thermal conduction, flux limits, etc. Some of the recent

unexplained pre-heat measurements 22 which attribute K-shell resonance line

emission deep in the plasma to thermal conduction pre-heat may, in fact, be

partly due to enhanced ionization by a low-level suprathermal electron

population, as shown in Fig. 4.

C. Time-Dependent Effects

Another topic of current interest is time-dependent effects on the

atomic rate equations: the deviation from ionization equilibrium due to

changes in plasma parameters occurring faster than atomic collisional time

scales. The standard form for the atomic rate equations is

dN.
-3 _ ,Wj N, I..Wj N.

dt i

where Wij is a collisional or radiative rate from level i to level j. For

a plasma in collisional-radiative equilibrium, the time derivative is set

to zero and the set of steady-state equations is solved for the population

densities. If the plasma is changing too rapidly to relax to an equilibrum

state, the time-dependence must be retained. By expanding the total time

derivative, we get two components:

dN dN M

d t - dt +v dx

The first term is the explicit time dependence and comes into play when

local plasma variables (NI and Te) change very rapidly compared to atomic

transition times. Thus, when the plasma is being heated rapidly,

ionization lags behind the instantaneous distribution of populations as

predicted by an equilibrium model, and a lower state of ionization actually

persists; the opposite is true in a cooling, or recombining plasma. As an
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illustration of this effect, a comparison between the Zeff in a CO2 laser-

heated plasma as calculated by a CRE and time-dependent CR model is shown

in Fig. 5 as a function of time. The time-dependent temperature and

density profiles for one zone of the aluminum plasma were taken from a

LASNTEX hydrodynamic simulation provided by Los Alairos. The standard early-

time lag in ionization followed by the late-time lag in recombination is

evident. Since the atomic collisional time scales are a strong function of

the plasma density, that curve is also shown. For this particular shot,

the deviation from equilibrium occurs as the density falls through

20 3approximately 1020 ions/cm . This value will, of course, depend on the

laser pulse width, irradiance, and Z of the target material. These

effects are rather well-known and since quantitative studies have been

published by Colombant et al. 23 and Matzen and Pearlman 24 several years

ago, we will not dwell on it further.

Instead, we turn attention to the second term in the equation, the

convective derivative. This term becomes important when the plasma flow

velocity into a local region of interest is faster than the atomic

collisions governing relaxation to equilibrium. If this is the case, the

ionization state of this region will reflect tempertures and densities from

some other location in the plasma, not the local values. This term is

usually neglected in most calculations since either the flow velocity is

assumed to be small or the ionization state is calculated on a Lagrangian

hydro mesh which moves with the fluid, obviating the need for invoking the

convective derivative in the rate equations.

Recently, however, we have become aware of flow-velocity effects in

conjunction with the analysis of x-ray spectra from implanted tracer-dot

experiments at NRL. To provide a little background, tracer-dot

spectroscopy is a new diagnostic technique developed at NRL, by which small

"dots" of a higher Z material are implanted in a lower Z laser target in

order to localize in space the emission from the dot material. The

spatially resolved K-line spectra thus allow the plasma profiles to be

determined. This technique, as shown schematically in Fig. 6 for an

aluminum dot in a carbon target, has a number of advantages over standard

laser-plasma spectroscopy and has been discussed in detail elsewhere. 4 ,5 ,25

In addition, preliminary studies of the density and temperature profiles in

the blowoff region of a long density scalelength laser plasma have recently
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been published2 5 illustrating the valuable diagnostic contributions that

tracer-dot spectroscopy can make. However, the nature of the technique

(essentially, spectral measurements made in the lab frame of a
perpendicularly flowing laser-plasma ablation) lends itself to being

susceptible to the flow velocity problems alluded to earlier. Although

agreement between spectroscopy, interferometry, and 2-D hydrocode modeling

was good in the long-scalelength case, errors and discrepancies arose when

we attempted to analyze short density scalelength plasmas. We surmised

that the spectra we were analyzing were in fact not representative of the

plasma region localized by the spectrometer slit, but were colored by the

rapidly flowing plasma upstream from the region being detected.

To test this hypothesis, hydro profiles from the Eulerian laser code,

FAST2D,2 6 were transformed to represent time-dependent temperatures and

densities which reflected the flow velocity of plasma from the laser

target. These profiles were then post-processed (assuming a steady-state

flow) using a time-dependent version of our CR model to predict K-line

intensity ratios as a function of distance form the target. These ratios,

therefore, represented the emission that would be measured from a typical

laser-plasma interaction. A sample set of line ratios versus distance from

the target, Z, is shown for the H-a/He-a ratio in Fig. 7; both a long-

scalelength and short-scalelength case are shown. For comparison, the set

of ratios from a time-independent post-process (reflecting the actual

temperature and density in the plasma) are also shown. As you can see, the

line intensity ratio which would be measured (t-dep) is lower than those

which reflect true plasma conditions (t-ind) at Z values close to the

target, while at larger Z's where the temperature (and, hence, the line

ratio) drops, plasma flow velocity maintains the line ratio at higher

values. As was expected, the faster the flow velocity (as typified by the

shorter scalelength case), the greater is the discrepancy between the

actual and flow-affected spectra.

How are these effects manifested in actual spectral diagnostics?

Unfortunately, the affect can be devastating. In Fig. 8, a plot of the

plasma electron temperature with Z is shown; both the hydrocode profile and

spot spectroscopy diagnosis are shown (for the long density scalelength
case). The characteristic signature of conventive flow effects on the

spatially-resolved spectra is evident: underestimates of the temperature
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near the target (where plasma upstream is cooler) and overestimates of the

temperature far from the target (where the upstream plasma is hotter). For

shorter scalelength plasmas the errors are expected to be significantly

larger than those shown in Fig. 8. This is a very disappointing result

from the standpoint of the spectroscopist since it implies that tracer-dot

analysis no longer depends on only the experimental data and an

ionization/radiation model, but the diagnoses is linked to a hydrodynamic

simulation in order to predict the effect of the plasma flow. One would

like to benchmark or verify the validity of hydro models by using spot

spectroscopy techniques; now that the results are presumably tied with the

hydrocode predictions absolute verification is a bit more questionable via

the technique.

It would be very helpful to develop a method by which the flow problem

is eliminated since it will manifest itself not only with tracer dots but

in any spectroscopic analysis where the emission is detected perpendicular

to the flow, whether it be low concentration tracer material doped in

targets or just straightforward spatially-resolved full-target

spectroscopy. Are there any ways to avoid the convection effects? One

idea we are presently pursuing at NRL is to investigate using only

diagnostic indicators from the same ionization stage. This would, in

principle, eliminate non-equilibrium ionization effects caused by either

explicit or flow-velocity time dependence, since the atomic collisional

rates populating levels within a single stage of ionization are usually

much faster than either the rates between ionization stages cr the

hydrodynamic time scales. If this proves to be a valid assumption, plasma

temperature could be determined via dielectronic satellite line ratios as

opposed to the present method of comparing hydrogenic and heliumlike

resonance lines. (A recent paper 27 describes the numerous diagnostic

indicators possible using satellites in dense plasmas.) Although the

plasma density is presently determined by lines from the same stage of

ionization (the resonance-to-intercombination line intensity ratio in the

heliumlike system), errors infiltrate the measurement since temperature is

required in order to determine density. Thus, if bogus temperatures are

obtained from, for example, the 11-r/He-,x line ratio, they will disturb

the density mesurement. If an alternative temperature diagnostic is used

which makes accurate predictions, unaffected by flow velocity, then
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accurate density measurements can also be assured. These concepts are

presently under study at NRL and the results will be made available in a

forth coming report.
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Fig. 1. Fractional ion abundances (including excited states) of an

aluminum plasma, optically thin, at 1- ions/cm , calculated with

the CRE model. The effect of changing the number of excited levels in

the lithiumlike ion is shown for the A7 XI abundance only.
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calculated with the GRE model. Solid curves are for n 10 for
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Fig. 3 Radiation due to An = 0 transitions for carbonlike krypton as

compared to the total Kr XXXI line emission for various ion

densities; electron temperature is constant at 3 keV.
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Fig. 4 The fractional ion abundance of neonlike ion as a function of the

ratio of hot electron density to cold electron density (Te (cold) = 70

eV, Te (hot) = 800 eV, Ne (cold) = 4x20 20 cm3).
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Fig. 5 The Zeff of a zone in a CO2 laser-heated aluminum foil simulation

as a function of time, comparing equilibrium CRE and time-dependent CR

model predictions, also shown is the plasma ion density.
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Fig. 6 Schematic of the tracer-dot spectroscopy technique for obtaining

laser-plasma Te and N1 profiles.
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Fig. 7 The H-a/lie-a line ratios as a function of distance, z, from a

laser-heated traget containing an aluminum tracer-dot implant. Ratios

of line intensities generated by actual localized equilibrium

temperatures and densities (solid lines) and ratios reflecting

actual intensities (affected by flow velocity) that would be

experimentally measured (dashed lines) are shown. Both a long

and short density scalelength case are given.
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Fig. 8 The electron temperature in a long scalelength laser-plasma as

predicted by tracer-dot spectroscopy of a 115 vim-diameter

aluminum implant. Also shown are those calculated by the FAST2D

hydrodynamic code.
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Dense plasma effects on K-shell dielectronic satellite lines
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The dielectronic satellite lines from the n = 2 doubly excited levels of lithiumlike and heliumlike

ions have been studied theoretically in dense-plasma environments. A comprehensive level structure

including ground, singly excited, and doubly excited levels was included in a collisional-radiative

equilibrium model to calculate level populations and the satellite intensities self-consistently for car-

bon, aluminum, and argon plasmas. The effects of inner-shell excitation rates (calculated via the

distorted-wave approximation with configuration mixing) and collisional ionization and recombina,

tion of the doubly excited levels are included in the model and their effects on the satellite intensities

assessed. The well-known heliumlike intercombination-to-resonance line ratio, used in density

determinations, is shown to be strongly affected by blended satellite lines at high density, causing

significant error in the measured density when their intensities are not accounted for.

I. INTRODUCTION gets, while Duston and Davis 32 showed that opacity ef-
fects could alter density determinations in inertially con-
fined plasmas. Meanwhile, lithiumlike satellites were the

subject of continued studies: The effects of non-
Maxwellian electron distributions on satellite intensities

Dielectronic satellite lines result from the spontaneous were investigated by Gabriel and Philips,33 density effects
radiative decay of doubly excited levels of atoms and ions. were seen in vacuum spark spectra by Kononov and co-
usually appearing in the radiation spectrum as less-intense workers, 3'4 Bely-Dubau et a/.- extended calculations to
features adjacent to resonance lines of the ion with the ls 2n/-ls21'nl-type configurations with n > 3, Bitter
next-highest charge state. In particular, a subset of this et al.,39-4' the TFR group4 2 and Killne et al.'3-45 ob-
general family of lines, due to transitions of the type served detailed satellite structure in tokamaks, Datla
ls21-2121' and ls221-1s2l2l ' , have received much attention et al.46 determined electron temperature in a neon-filled 0

due to their value as plasma diagnostic indicators. These pinch, and Jacobs and Blaha 4' calculated the effects of
lines are often prominent features in the K-shell spectra of collisions between doubly excited levels on the satellite in-
high-temperature plasmas and lie slightly to the long- tensities. Armour et al.'8 and Boiko et al.4' have report-
wavelength side of the hydrogenlike Lyman-a and heli- ed on comprehensive satellite line observation and classifi-
umlike resonance lines. Much effort in plasma spectros- cation in beam-foil excited spectra and laser plasmas.
copy has been devoted to their detection, classification, respectively.
measurement, and diagnosis. The purpose of this study is to continue the work begun

The first laboratory observation of these lines was by by Jacobs and Blaha 4
1 of describing satellite line behavior

Edlen and Tyren,' but more recently, a number of labora- in dense plasmas by including electron collisional effects
tory observations have been reported on. -  The impor- explicitly. However. we extend the complexity of their
tance of these satellite lines in astrophysical plasmas was model by solving for the doubly-excited-state population
first pointed out by Gabriel and Jordan,' who presented a densities and satellite line intensities self-consistently with

detailed classification of the lithiumlike satellites in that singly-excitcd-state densities and resonance and intercom-
study, while the line intensities and population mecha- bination line intensities. The details of the model.
nisms were described in more detail and calculations im- described in Sec. Ii, include ionization dynamics. level
proved in later papers. - 1 1 Observations of both helium- structure, and rate coefficient calculations.. The behasior
like and lithiumlike satellites in solar spectra were report- of the heliumlike and lithiumlikc satellite lines as a func-
ed by a number of workers, 12 - 16 while further laboratory tion of plasma density and temperature ts studied in Sec.
studies were done with vacuum sparks 1  and laser- III, including discussions of several diagnostic line iniutsi-
produced plasmas.1 - " The effects of plasma microfields ty ratios. In order to allow comparisons of the satellite
on autoionization rates and profiles of heliumlike satellite lines as a function of atomic num',er Z, the calculations
lines was first described by Davis and Jacohs,. 1 while are performed for high-density carbon, aluminum, and ar-
high-density collisional effects were first pointed out by gon plasmas. Because of the magnitude of this subject, we
Weisheit 22 and later developed into a density diagnostic have limited the scope of this paper to include only opti-
for laser-produced plasmas by workers in the Sosiet calls thin plasmas. The effects of photon self-absorption

Union.23 - ?' Seely, Lunney, and co-workers2' - " extended on the satellite line intensities will be inestigated in a fu-
the technique to compressed laser-fusion microballoon tar- lure paper.
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II. THEORETICAL MODEL Jacobs and Davis.57 All dipole-allowed and some impor-
tant forbidden radiative transitions were coupled by spon-

The method used to investigate the behavior of the taneous radiative decay. The oscillator strengths and Ein-
dielectronic satellite lines is based on a completely self- stein A coefficients were also calculated using Cowan's

consistent collisional-radiative equilibrium (CRE) ° calcu- structure code, as were the autoionization rates for the
lation. Rate equations of the form doubly excited levels. The autoionization and radiation

dN, rates calculated for this study have been compared with
- = IWJ.N - I WNi I) those calculated by Vainshtein and Safranova.5 ' In fact,d i J due to the widespread use this comprehensive set of

are solved for each atomic energy level included in the dielectronic satellite data has had, we not only compared
model for an equilibrium plasma [i.e., the left-hand side of the actual data, but, in addition, used their data for pre-
Eq. (1) is set equal to zero], with N as the population den- liminary satellite line intensity studies while the new data
sity for level i and W representing the total transition set was being generated for the present calculations. Coin-
rate from level i to level j. The rate coefficients, W,, are, parison of the two sets of values for wavelengths of the sa-
in general, functions of the plasma density, temperature, tellites and the spontaneous decay rates showed very little
and local photon field, and are discussed in detail below, difference, typically less than 0.1% and 10%, respectively,
The equations are solved independent of a fluid descrip- for all three of the materials investigated. The values gen-
tion of the plasma motion; thus, the density, temperature, crated by Cowan's structure code for autoionization, how-
and plasma size are the independent variables. Once the ever, differed by typically 50--100% for most transitions,
set of population densities has been calculated, the indivi- but varied by as much as a factor of 3 in some cases. The
dual line and continuum intensities can be determined and largest differences occurred in carbon, the smallest in ar-
a theoretical radiation spectrum calculated. gon. However, more importantly, we were interested in

what effects these differences would have on the diagnos-
A. Energy levels tics. It was found that. in most cases, little or no change

occurred in the satellite line intensities when one set of
In order to accurately assess the effect of varying Z on data was replaced by the other. The largest differences

the satellite intensities, the identical level structure was were on the order of 10-20 %, but these discrepancies
used for all three materials studied. All ground states were manifested in only 3 of the 12 satellite line blends
were included in addition to the n =2-4 levels of the hy- studied; all others experienced less than 10% changes
drogenlike ion, the Is 2s 'S, Is 2p , Is 2s 'S, Is 2 p P, Thus, differences in a plasma temperature or density
n =3 triplet, n =3 singlet, n =4, n =5, 2s2 tS, 2 2 P I P determination could be expected to be of the same order
2p 2 3p, 2p 2 1D, 2s 2p ip, and 2p 2 'S levels of the heliumlike using the two sets of data. Since the bound-state and con-
ion and the ls 22p, ls 2 3s, 1s23p, 1s23d, n =4, n =5, tinuum wave functions calculated using Cowan's model
is2s 2 2S, is 25 (ip)2 p 2p, ls2s(3P)2p 2 P, Is2p 22 D, ls2p 2 2P,  represent a distinct improvement over the Coulomb-Born
and ls2p2 2S levels of the lithiumlike ion. At the densities wave functions used by Vainshtein and Safranova [the ap-
of interest in this study, ion-ion collisions"'5j 2 should force proximate nature of their autoioinization rates is, in fact,
individual j components of a single n/ level into statistical acknowledged and stated by the authors], we have chosen
equilibrium with one another, hence, only n/ levels (or, in to use the more recently calculated data in our stud. The
cases of high-n, only n levels) are treated in the model for reader is cautioned, however, that the differences quoted
the purposes of collisional couplings. In order to treat in- here result from comparisons performed in a dense-
dividual satellite line components from j levels, however, plasma environment; the discrepancies may well be amph-
the radiative couplings between doubly and singly excited fled at lower densities where the plasma approaches a
levels are calculated as individual j components. While more coronal state and autoiooization plays a more intru-
the individual radiative decay rates are still averaged over mental role in determining doubly excited lesel po~pula-
j to obtain the ni-level transition rate, this scheme allows tions.
us to accurately represent the individual satellite line in- The ground states of the hydrogenlike and heliumlike
tensities. The energies of the levels included in our atomic ions were coupled to their appropriate doubly excited lev-
model were calculated using the relativistic Hartree-Fock els by electron capture; the rate coefficients for this pro-
atomic structure code provided by Cowan." 3  cess were obtained by detailed balance of the autoioniza-

tion rates (the opposite process). The doubly excited lesels

D. Collisioeal couplings were coupled to the n = 2 levels of the next-highest ion by
collisional ionization and recombination using the same

The rate coefficients employed in this calculation were methods stated earlier. Although these processes are not
obtained by a number of methods. All levels of ion Z thought to be important until ve- high densities, we
were coupled to the ground state of ion Z + I by collision- sought to quantify their effect and, therefore, in.luded
A1 ionization (exchange classical impact parameter them in the model. Singly excited levels were coupled to

method") photoionization (hydrogenic approximation s ground states and also to each other via electron impact

with Karzas-Latter Gaunt factors55 ), and collisional and excitation [the Coulomb-Born distorted-wae 1DW" code
radiative recombination (the detailed balance of the above of Blaha was used). How ever, for coupling the IsZ, ls 2.
rate coefficients'. Adjacent ions were coupled by dielec- and Is 2p levels f the heliumlike ion. the more accurate
tronic recombination, with rate coefficients provided by rates by Pradhan et al. ,o which include the effects of au-
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toionizing resonances, were used. Finally, doubly excited i10
levels of a given ion were coupled to each other and to
singly excited levels by electron impact excitation and
deexcitation. The calculation of these coefficients is treat- -I I

ed in detail in Sec. II C.

C. Inner-shell and cross-coupling transitions -12 - 9 4

In addition to electron capture and collisional recom-
bination, the doubly excited levels can be populated by ,-1 /
inner-shell electron impact excitation of an n = I electron
of the lithiumlike and heliumlike ions. For some states, 12 3, ,,22 ,2. 4-

this process is the dominant populating mechanism. The F -14 - / .2 .a: 2s. _

rate coefficients for these transitions were calculated in / 1.2 -2

the following way. After the energy levels had been deter- 6 2, . ,,2 2v

mined, electron impact cross sections were generated be- 9, , ,2 1 2,

tween the various LS terms using the DW code. In these -15 - ,, s -

calculations, the relativistic Hartree-Fock radial wave
functions generated by the atomic structure code were -16
used to describe the bound electrons while the continuum 0. 0.3 1 0 30 100
electronic states were represented by distorted wave func- T. 4keVI

tions which take into account the non-Coulombic electro- FIG. !. Inner-shell electron impact excitation rate coeffi-
static interaction. Since the plasma electrons will have en- cients for singly to doubly excited lesels of the hthiumlike A] Xt
ergies of the order of the threshold excitation energies of ion vs electron temperature.
these inner-shell transitions for the parameters of interest
in this study, electron exchange effects were included in
the cross-section calculations. well the calculations of Jacobs and Blaha. The difference

Since the threshold transition energies between doubly between the present calculation and theirs is that they
excited levels are typically 2 orders of magnitude smaller used the bound-state wave functions of Clementi and
than electron energies at the plasma temperatures of in- Roetti.S' , However, these wave functions were found to be
terest here, exchange effects were not included in the cal- virtually identical to the Hartree-Fock wave functions
culation of the cross-coupling cross sections between dou- generated by Cowan's structure code. The lithiumlike ion
bly excited levels. However, it was necessary to calculate cross-coupling excitation rate coefficients for Al mi are
the cross sections at these very high electron energies. In shown in Fig. 3; the key to the transitions is in Table I.
general, it is not practical to do the summation over all As was stated earlier, the plasma temperatures of interest
the angular momenta required to evaluate the collision
strengths 0- at these high energies. Therefore, the col-
lision strength was usually calculated fully up to some -1
large value of electron energy E (typically 20 times thresh-
old) and extrapolated to higher values of E. For dipole -

transitions the Bethe approximation"
' was used. while it

was assumed that fl varied as E-' for transitions involv-
ing a change of spin. For quadrupole transitions. fQ
should approach a constant value as E becomes very large, /
however, this limit ;s approached computationally with 13 //

considerable effort and expense due to the large number cf
angular momentum terms required hir conergence.
Hence. nondipoie, non--pin-change tran,ions a cre plot- - I /
ted to examine high-E behavior and were -xtrapoiated ac- / " - .

cordingly. - L
Configuration and tern mtxing of the %ar:ous ery -15-

lesels and transitions were inicluded itt [he liin
strength calculations using th,: methods described by
Jacobs and Blaha."  Fhe mixinc coeffictents %, re taken

from Cowan's structure code. R.:te coefficients were then
calculated by thermally ascraging the collision strengis
over a Maxwelltan di tnbiion.

Shown in Fig. I are !he inner-- nell cclh,ional -xcitation ,
rate coefficients for lithiumlike Al Xi %crs -, electron :ern- [i ' hm r .. ,
perature. while those for heliumlike AlI t are sho~kn in ce,, ir sig t,, d,, .',. ... ..

Fig. 2. As was expected, the Al mt results reproduced %ery on ,s lcolron itr;peratarc
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-8 --

10 -

0.01 0.1 1.0 10.0
T. I keVI

FIG. 3. Cross-coupling electron impact excitation rate coeffi- -
cients between doubly excited levels of the lithiumlike AlIX] ion2
vs electron temperature.

here Itypically above 200 eV for aluminum, where Al X11 -31
is expected to be abundant) are well above threshold ener- 0 lo,0(,AE 2 3
gies for these transitions; this can be seen clearly in Fig. 3. FG4.Cosculnelogton impc colsinsreghsb.

The collision strengths for the heliumlike ion cross- FIG.n 4.uCrysecouplingvelon imcoliseCVion senthsde-t
coupling transitions versus electron energy (in units of dlctoublery exinthrleesof teheyuiC on ncdn
E/AE, where AE is the threshold energy? are shown in
Fig. 4 for carbon and Fig. 5 for argon; the key to the tran-
sitions is in Table 11. Also shown as dashed curves in
Figs. 4 and 5 are the calculations of Goett, Sampson, and
Clark,'

3 and good agreement between their results and the I ________________

present calculation is evident for most transitions shown.3
Their results for (1 were generated using hydrogenic atom-
ic wave functions for the bound electrons and Coulomb . -- '0
functions for the free electrons, with Z' scaling and in in- 1

termediate coupling.64 In particular, the 2S2('S) and 0-
2p2OS) tevels are strongly coupled in the Ar XVII system,2
and the mixing must be included in the calculation of f2i.-
The effects of mixing as a function of Z can clearly be4 8

seen by comparing, for example, the 2p 2(3p)_2S 2PpP)
collision strengths in Figs. 4 and 5; the behavior of fl vs Or -

TABLE 1. Transitions among the lithiumlike doubly excited
states corresponding to the electron impact excitation rate coef- -
ficients shown in Fig. 3.

Key Transition

2 ss 2 S-I v2s ('Pt2p P -

3 Is 2s - 2S - 1,2p-D
4 Is 2('P)2pPY.- 15 p 2

-D
5 ls2s'P~p P-ls2p,2P 5

6 lt2s('P)2p-P--l,2p
2

-S 0 t23
7. lst

3
(P12p:P-ls2p DIO~ aE

8 Is2st'P)2p P- s2p 'P
9 I 2s 1

P i2p P - It2p2: FIG 5. Cross-coupling oleciron impact :olhsion %tren ':th, hv-
10 1 2p "D - Is 2p S tween doubly excited lesels of the heliumlike \~r w 1 1 'In .i

-- - .. . .--- --- -- cideni electron energy in thresholdl cergs unit,,
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TABLE II. Transitions among the heliumllike doubly excited
levels corresponding to the electron impact collision strengths
shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

Key Transition

I s
2t
S-2s2p'P ,5\

2 2s"S-2s2p'P j~--- I
3 2s 2pP-2p>P 1P-
4 2s2p 

1
P-2p" D

5 2.s 2p 'P-2s 2p 'P
6 is2p'P-2p',S
7 2Il P-2p

2
D\

8 2P1P-_s2p
1
P

9 2p:'P-2p:IS
10 2p-D-22p iP
11 2p:>D-2p

21 S / .12s2p 'P-2p" S ,.

E/AE is totally different for argon and carbon. No corn- FIG. 7. Schematic of the excited lesel system of the helium-
parison of transitions between similar electron configura- like on which gives rise to the n =2 dielectronic satellite lines
tions (2121'-2121') is shown since the Coulomb-Born adjacent to the hydrogenlike resonance line.
method of Goett et al. did not treat this type of transi-
tton. num, and argon. In order to allow sisualization of typical

D. Dielectronic satellite lines satellite line spectra, theoretical carbon, aluminum, and
argon K-shell spectra in the region of the hydrogenlike

As discussed earlier, the doubly excited levels for lithi- and heliumlike resonance lines are shown in Fig. 8. The
umlike and heliumlike ions give rise to a large number of resonrance lines have been truncated to show the detailed
satellite lines via dipole-allowed radiative, transitions to structure of the satellite lines. Worth noting is the relati'e
singly excited levels. These lines are represented schemati- shift in several of the lines with increased Z, such that
cally in Fig. 6 (lithiumlike lines) and Fig. 7 (heliumlike lines from different electron configurations overlap or be-
lines). For classifying the lithiumlike satellites, we use the come blended as a result of various line or source broaden-
well-known letter designation, first introduced by Ga- ing mechanisms. Note also, the proximity of several of
briel.' 0 For the heliumlike satellites, we use a simple num- the satellites (m,n,s,t) to the ls 2-ls2p 3P intercombination
bering scheme to define the lines. A complete listing of (IC) line, such that they can appear as almost a single
the satellite line transitions, designations, theoretical blended line (particularly at high plasma densities, where
wavelengths, and radiative decay and autoionization rates lines are collisionally broadened). It will be shown later
used in this study is given in Table III for carbon. alumi- that this can have significant impact on density diagnos-

tics in laser-produced and inertially confined plasmas.

III. RESULTS

The main emphasis in this section will be on the
behavior of the n =2 dielectronic satellites as a function
of plasma density and temperature. As stated earlier, all

". investigations presented here assume an optically thin
2Z-7 :' 'plasma, calculated by ignoring the effects of opacity in

our CRE model kmore detailed discussion of the theoreti-/ cal ionization-radiation model can be found else-, 1'i where 5
'"). A detailed study of opacity effects on satellite

lines will be presented in another paper to follow.

i p i i ' " ri

I A. Ion population distributions

Prior to discussion of the satellite line intcnsities, it niaa
prove useful to present the ion population abundances i

FIG. 6. Schematic of the excited lesel system of the lithium- the parameter range of interest to this %%ork [his %ll al
like ion which gives rise to the n .- 2 dielectronic satellite lines low later reference to the relatise populations of the ins
adjacent to the heliumlike resonance line. when explaining the effects of indi idual colhsional pro-
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28 DENSE PLASMA EFFECTS ON K-SHELL DIELECTRONIC... 2973

TABLE I1. List of transitions, sateifte fine key, %avelengths, :adjatise decay rates, and autoionizatton rates for the satellite lines
included in this stud). 'Numbers in parentheses denote po%ker of 10;

Cartn Aluminum Argon
;. .4 r A r .4 r

Transition Key A sec-' see J' A' sec Sec-' WA see ' 'sec-

ls-22s 'S 1 2 -ls2SP('P2pP:, r 41 394 84611' .001- 7 8496 2.56113, 7."2'!1Z 3 983 8 8813 1.2.13'
Is:2S i - ls2s(I P 2p 2

P,.: q 41.392 8.49111 581 12, 7 S475 2.61113 4.37,12. 3.9816 1.05114. 2.40012'
Is

2
2s S,,:-ts2siOPI2p -P ,, 40860 9.0410 480,13' 7,807 3.b812. 7.31,13, 3 902 2.301 7.2313,

Is
2

.2aS,,-Is2s )P2'P Qp-P, s 40.859 8.78(101 4.81.131 7.S085 2.281, 7.6t13) 39681 6.2912, 8.2" 131
Is-2p 

2P,"-Is2s :SI,. p 43.684 2.09110) 7.14113t 80694 9.54(11) 1.04114) 4.0660 1.98( 2) 1.08'141
Is22p P,1-ls2s'Sa o 43.68b 4,1 t10 7.14)13' 8.0732 4.77t11) 1.04(14' 4.0703 3.13,12; 1.08(14t
ls-2p2 P, ,-ls2p 2 D,,: k 41.483 3.o2 I 'I 7 1213, 78683 1.37(13) 1.15,14, 3.9892 633i13 1.16i14,
ts2 2p2 P,,2 -Is2p 2 D,, 1 41.484 54o101 7,12.13; 7871 3.9b,11) 1.1514' 39032 5.2913, 1 1614
&2p" 2P,,:-Is2p D. .j 41.485 4.15'11 7.1213 7 8715 1.3413, 1.17c14 3 9923 3.51'! 1.2514,
ls

2
2pPPp,,-Is2p:'P31 2 a 41.425 1.16'121 3 30(10) "5"3 3,71113 2. 10 12 3.9854 1 48 14, 100(13,

ts2
2pP,-Is2p-:P, b 41 424 2.1311 3.30i10' 7.8538 4.61113; 2 10,12) 3,1814 95412. 1.00 I3,

Is
2
2p Ip,,-s2p

2 2
P 1 c 41.428 4.56111 I 7.8609 I.32 13) 1.80 10) 3.1847 4 6013, I 56,11

Is-2p -P,-IS2p
2

P,.- d 41.426 9.17,11) 7.8574 2.90 13. 1.S0:10: 3.985 11 Qi 14' 1.56!1,
Is-2p P,,:-Is2p:S,,- n 40.736 1.41111) 9.77(121 7.7 87 3.4712 1 81,13, 39631 8.63.12' 2.04 13,
ls-2p 'P,,-Is2p-2S,2  m 40.738 2.88(11) 9.77112) 7.6022 9.05t12 1.8 13 3,4b"1 4.4.,13 2.04,13
Is2s 'S- 2 2

p P 1 34.525 7.41011) 9 1212) 7.248' 1.73,12 1Q13' 3 7,52 t.4113, 1 16,13
Is2s 3St-2s2p Pt 2 34.523 7.4111) 9.12121 7.2521 1.7212. 1 20113 3 -63' 6.3 S13 1,24,13
ls2sIS,-2s2p 'P, 3 34.520 741 11) 0.12f12, 7.2537 1.72, 12 ].1,; 13, 37tK 1 6.44,13' 1 10,13,
Is2p )Pt-2p1 lP" 4 34.594 1.42112) 1.00(91 7.2605 3.39 13' l." II 3 ",t8 1.2514. 90q. II
ls2p Po-2p2iPi 5 34.591 4.77(11) 7 2575 1.14(1l. 3-o36 4.25, 13
ls2pIp,-2p'-3

P, 6 34.592 3.58(11) 7.2587 84112 3'r,9 S 14413
Is2pP Pz-2p"P 7 34.594 5.96111) 7.26t18 1.42,13, 3.782 52N,13
ls2p'P,-2p-3 P2  8 34.589 3.58(111 1.10(10t 7.2558 8.58:121 218,12 37 ,21 33313' 1(4(13,
IS2p 3P2-2p 2 P2  9 34.591 1.071(12) 1.1010) 7.2588 2.5313 2.08,121 3 655 8.QS'13, 1 .64,13'
ls2s 'So-2s2p 'P, 10 34.283 7.50111 9.6113) 7.2284 1 72(13, 1.51(14, 3.7536 .39,13. I 53.14
ls2 p lP-2s

2 
1S, 11 35.442 3.34t11) 1.65(141 7.3635 7.66,12, 2.59 14' 3 8088 2.4113 , 2.5914

ls2p 'P,-2p2 'D2 12 34.649 1.32112) 1.62141 7.2710 3.24(13) 2.66' 14, 3 19( 1.1, 14' 2.59,14;
ls2p'Pt- 2p-"S0  13 33.973 1.21(12) 7.20(121 7.1049 2.7"131 1.2613' 3.7422 1.(0,14 1.7 113

cesses on the various satellite it;t -sities. Shown in Fig. Q this is how they normally appear in a hikh-densits-plasma
are the total (ground plus singly excited states) ion popula- spectrum. The individual j components. ht,%keer. cal
tion distributions versus electron temperature for carbon, often be resolved, at lo.%er densities, e.g., in tokamak or
aluminum, and argon. Only the populations for the lithi- astrophysical plasmas. As the nuclear Z is increased and
umlike, heliumlike, hydrogenlit.e, and fully-stripped ions the LS representation become less applicable, j corn-
are shown, since these are the only ions strongly affecting ponents begin to shift in viaselength, and the groupings
the satellite lines. The ion density was fixed at 1O' shown in Fig. 10 are not convenient in terms of measur-
ions/em 3 for all these materials; at this density, most of able spectral quantities. In argon, for example, %se see
the ionic population still reside; in the ground state, with from Fig. 8 that the groupings ji'.1. 1r.a.d, (T,on), tqb),
the exception, of course, of the Is'2p level of the lithium- (k,c), )o.p). and (it are more appropriate for experimental
like ion. purposes. The consistett trend displayed by all the satel-

lites in Fig. 10 of falling off with increasing F, is due to

B. Satellite intensities versus N, and T, different factors ,,hich depend on the dominant collisional
process populating the doubly excited level. The lintes

In order to more clearly (and conveniently, present the 'a.h.cdl, (q.r(, and 'n,m, emanate from Joubl. excited
satellite line dependence on electron temperature 'T,) and )e~cls %hicl are populated pritnaris b% inner-shell excira-
total ion density AV,,. the satellite line intensities will be tion frtln hthiurnlike leel, As the ratio of Alv\ to
presented normalized to their aisss.iated resonance line in- Al xt population drops stth 7T, %o do these satellite in-
ten,ity. i.e.. all heliumlike satellite intensities are divided tcisitics. The .;.A.! . -..r . ind ,.,, ,atcllites. on the oth-
bv the I%--1%2p 1' 1RES' intensiy and all hydrogenlike er had. conie ir, ', c,.eN populated h% e!ectron capture
satelli,'s are dlivided b', the 1 s-2.,vnLan-al intensits In from the i e ' 1>, ,'.tpwlrc rate coefficicnt peak, at

I' l 1;. the heli',2;k ,,.i.ite mieiiIitics ire presentcd a- ,' .cr Icninpc.ttur, .3.' d , - i -1. '2.' e\, i.'i:Zt n r.iie
I tl)li '' I o 'or i i ; r pI I 11r., p I ,s it Ia 

I  
Cil'ffit.'N.NI Ilk.' 'l 1 3i' 1 (reVIX :1 1 )rmX 'll k I encre e',

rn- ' [V 217 Ic, :oi'r;'nt~is i~i 'L'n .ii, this.T. t
t

'V i.% I:,,, Ii') "17 '%rhit.Iiil 2

' % '.- v ,i h : lines Ir,,n I!,.e ine I' 'L, c ' s ' |Fr'm Vie ;() ,i lcarl% iparei h. i ,-, line TfI"
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28 DENSE PLASMA EFFECTS ON K-SHELL DIELECTRONIC

intensities as the plasma density increases. All of the
satellites display a rise in intensity relative to the reso--
nance line as the density increases from 10" ions/cm7.
This is due to the fact that the doubly excited levels are - .

approaching a State of local thermodynamic equilibrium' -

LTEi xith the Isz ground state, and the intensities exhib-
it mild increases from their coronal ialues.

For the hvdrogenlike satellite lines, shown in Fig. 12, a
temperature behavior similar to that of the heliumlike
satellites is seen. The values for the satellite to Lyman-a i
ratios shown are for an aluminum plasma at a density of
10:0o ions/CM 3., The line emanating from the 2p2 'D level
is the strongest emitter and can be a valuable temperature FG .. Hdoelk aeh, ieitnie ora~c

diagnostic in dense plasmas. As in the figures for the the L,-mar-a !.ne is ion JensIak "r in auminom f~asrna at 1,

heliumlike satellites, we group the individual lines accord- e o e.seFg
ing to their n/i SL Iupper levels, since an LS representation
is still appropriate for Al xii. For argon, however, this is 2p'P level IS Populated predIominantly b,, itiner-b.h& cx -
not the case (refer to Fig. 8), as j components from dif- citation as opposed to electron cap' are, arid the unusual
ferent nL levels are blended in the spectrum. The LS trend of this curse will be discussed later in the section on
grouping of the Is 2p P-2p' P and Is 2s 'S-2s 2p 3P inner-shell effects (Sec. III D.
transitions is more easily discernible in the spectrum as
the Is 2s 'S 2.s 2p P, transition, with the six components C. Z scaling of satellite intensities
of the Is 2p 'P-2p 'P transition and the two remaining
components of' the Is 2s 3S-2s 2p 'P transitions (. - An analysis of carbon and argon sjtcllite emnission.
P! 3_ -3po) grouped as a single spectral feature. simisr to that for aluminumn as shown in Figs. 10-:11.

The density dependence of the aluminum hyd rogenlike was also completed. However, after inspecting the
satellites is shown in Fig. 13 for an electron temperature behaior of the emission with T, and Vj, no nevw nr
of 800 eV. These satellite intensities are drifting upward unusually Striking behavior was found, and it vvas Jd c~ded
toward LTE values as was seen in Fig. I I for the helium- not to include those plots in this studs. Instead. we defer
like satellites but the onset of the departure from coronal to a plot of the satellite emission as a lunction ct 7.
values takes place at slightly higher densities. The satel- shown in Fig. 14 for plasmas at a density of 10-
lite due to the ls2p 'P-2p:3p transition shows very
unusual behavior with density; not coincidentally, the

10 , [N,=10m ions cm'

N, - I- ocs c'S
3

010

z

0.00

-0 I

0~o V. -

6 8 '0 12 t 16 1

Fl'16. 12. 1 r: oi . at. tiur Ion iijhh:ilrs. ii % ~o:iI
the L~ ,ian-s' linc' vs leniperailire i ll i6111icUn Ia'!i:. 1: I111 1:" 1 C c '.11i t. Uit J;~ hich1 the onv- and 1""

0: 'Ins/cmi to key, see Fit - ils'ir'ii i-is hais c .iu.i P. WoIitIn *se ; l-:
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ions/cm 3. In companng the satellite emission from dif- D. Impact excitation and ionization effects
ferent materials, a choice of appropriate electron tempera-
ture for each matral had to be made. For the compar- One important aspect of the detailed collisional model
ison in Fig. 14, we used the temperature at which the heli- employed here is that it allows us to investigate the role c~f
umltke and hydrogenlike ion population densities were the %anous collisional processes in determining the satel-
equal at a plasma density of 10 "° ions/cm3; from Fig. 9. lie intensities. At high plasma density, Jacobs and
this can be seen to be 50 eV for carbon, 650 eV for alumi- Blaha" showed that the angular-momentum-changing
num, and 2200 eV for argon. Once again, the satellite in- collisions between doubly excited levels have a strong ef-
tensities in Fig. 14 are normalized to their respective reso- fect on the intensities. Bhalla et al. '1 also showed the im-

portance of inner-shell excitation on certain heliumlike sa-nrance line intensity. 3An explanation as to the detailed behavior of each line tellite lines while Lunney and Seely 3' showed that inner-
with Z is quite complex, since competing collisional and shell excitation of hydrogenlike satellites can affect the
radiative mechanisms in both the singly and doubly excit- triplet-to-singlet density-sensitive line ratio. In this study,
ed states are strongly intermingled effects controlling the we show the direct effects of omitting certain collisional
line intensities. At 10-0 ions/cm2, for example, many of' processes on the intensities of individual satellites of both
the aluminum and argon satellite intensities are still close systems, including the neglect of collisional ionization and
to their coronal values, while for carbon, they have al- recombination to n =2 levels as well as inner-shell effects.
ready begun to tend toward the LTE values at this densi- In Fig. 15, we have plotted the (normalized) satellite line
ty. This is particularly noticeable in the (a,bc,d) and intensities versus density for several satellite lines in an
ls2p 3p-2p'P intensities, which exhibit a drop from C 800-eV aluminum plasma. The solid curves are those cor-
to Al and a subsequent rise from Al to Ar. As seen in responding to the complete collisional model and mimic
Figs. II and 13, these two satellites are very density sensi- those shown earlier in Figs. II and 13. The dashed curves

ti, e; for Z = 6. the effect of collisional coupling to nearby are the result of setting the electron impact ionization and
doubly excited levels has begun to populate the ls2p 2 , collisional recombination rate coefficients to zero in the
and 2p 3P levels at 1020 ions/cm 3 and their intensities calculation. Although only four satellite intensities are
have risen above coronal values, only to drop with increas- shown in the figure, the effect was identical for all lines
ing Z. as the coronal regime is reentered. Having only from a given ion: Including the collisional couplings to
three data points to plot, it's not clear whether these ratios n = 2 levels of the next-highest charge state brings the rel-
continue to rise or flatten out in the vicinity of Z = 18; ative satellite intensities down at high plasma densities.
another set of values, say at iron (Z=26), would answer
the question.

The general trend in the intensity ratios from Al to Ar
can be estimated using a simple coronal scheme including 800 eV , I
only one autoionizing level, the next-highest ground state, 1.0 -

and one excited level to that ground state (labeled by d, g, I
and x). Solving the simple three-level system yields the L

Is ,dAd ACAd/IAd+ r) CAd 2 /
IR _".A. NX XAd + I)

where 1, and IR are the satellite and resonance line inten-
sities..Nd and V, are the doubly and singly excited level _ 0.01. / - --

Anestes 4i radiative decay. r is autoioinization, C is __ -3

electron capture, and X is the impact excitation rate be- ,-,
tween g and x. The quantity C is proportional to F. so the
expression becomes , -

1-1 FAa U, /

, !o

V) 0.001- i l

For most of the satellite transitions. the term in the .8 19 20 2" 22 23
large parcntheses increaes with Z and the normalized in- ,ogo N, Ions c-"

tensitie, a;v,( exhiht an increase with Z. In some cases, FIG. 15. Selected normalized) satellite line intensities for an
however. :he trend is dccr,'i,,ing q,r) or only slighty in- aluminum plasma at 800 eV. Comparison shows the complete
creasing -3.13), and the slight increase of . . ) with Z colliq;snal model (solid,. neglecting collisional ioniation and
tat the temperatures used in Fiig. 14, causes the satellte in- recombination dashed), and neglecting inner-shell impact exc:-
tensiloe, to drop. tation and deexcitation dashed-dotted).
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28 DENSE PLASMA EFFECTS ON K-SHELL DIELECRONIC.. . 2977

For aluminum the onset of this effect is between 10 t and significant tat about 10a' ions, cm) 3 and the Is2p, -P state
10-: ions/rCM 3, although it occurs at lower densities for is repopulated; hence, the (a,bc.d) satellite intensity in-
lower-Z matenals as was encountered with the carbon creases. A more detailed discussion of these satellites in
satellites. It also occurs at a lower density for the helium- relation to density diagnostics follows in Sec. IlII E.
like satellites than for the hydrogenlike satellites, as seen Two final points should be emphasized regarding
in the figure. In general, the density threshold for these inner-shell processes and these satellite lines. Inner-shell
collisional effects to manifest themselves in the line ratios excitation was found to be important in populating only a
is higher than the range over which the satellite diagnos- few of the levels in an equilibrium plasma. In a transient-
tics are usually applied. However, caution must be taken ly ionizing plasma, however, where the ionization tern-
when dealing with superdense plasmas such as laser- perature significantly lags behind the electron tempera-
imploded microballoon targets, since these densities have ture, electron capture may be dominated by inner-shell im-
been attained. pact excitation for all the doubly excited levels, due to the

The next effect of interest was the impact of inner-shell reduced ground-state population available for the dielect-
electron collisions on the satellite intensities. For this ronic recombination process.-0 Also, collisional deexcita-
study, the inner-shell excitation and deexcitation rate coef- tion from doubly to singly excited levels does not seem to
ficients were set to zero in the model. The results are play a major role in the determination of the satellite line
shown as dashed-dotted curves in Fig. 15. Only four intensities over the useful diagnostic temperature range
satellites are shown since the remaining satellite intensities until electron densities of about 10- cm-' are attained.
suffered less than a 10% perturbation due to the neglect of For example, at %V,=l02 cm- 3 and T,=800 eV, the
the innershell rates over the density range shown. The de- neglect of inner-shell deexcitation in an aluminum plasma
gree to which the innershell processes are important can resulted in only a 3.5% error in the calculat-
be measured by the difference beit\een ,hese curves and ed ! Is 2s 3S-2s 2p !P+ s 2p 'P-2p: 'D
those of the complete model (solid lines). The q,r) satel- line ratio.
lite cunes indicate that inner-shell processes are probably
comparable to electron capture in populating the E. Density diagnostics
Is 2s 'P)2p level while inner-shell excitation is dominant
for the Is'p:"S inm. Is2p2-P iab.c.d,. and 2p- P As stated earlier, several of the satellite lines emanating
14-9) levels. The universal trend that is eNident in the fig- from levels which are not strongly autoionizing are densi-
ure is that an essential populating mechanism for certain tN sensitive. In addition, the density sensitivity of certain
levels is missing when inner-shell e.xcitation :N neglected in satellites at high-density can color other diagnostics, in
a collisional model and the corresponding satellite lines particular the well-known intercombination-to-resenance
are much reduced in intensity. Note, hosseser. that line ratio f 1s2-ls2p "P/iIs--ls2p '],- This ratio is reg-
inner-shell processes play a much-diminished role in the ularly exploited for density determinations in laboratory
ionization balance as the plasma density is increased. The plasmas, despite the fact that several heliumlike satellite
explanation for this is as follows At 1oss densities. :he lines are usually blended unresolkably with the IC line.
doubly excited levels are collisionally lticowuled from each From Fig. 8 one can see, for example, that the i,n) satel-
other and levels which have small electron capture rates lites overlap the carbon IC line. the i,n atd s.t satel-
depend on inner-shell excitation to populate them. As the lites o\erlap the ,!uminum IC line, and the i and ,i

density increase,. however, the cross-coUpling rates come satellites overlap thLe argon IC line. Although these satel-
into play , and tie levels which depend strongl% on the lites are not intense at lower densities, their density depen-
itiner-shell processes are now populated hy electron col- dence can iniluence this ratio as N, increases. lixukhti
lisions from the autoionizing states, This alternate .: al" realizcd tii, !act and attempted to correct for the
creation mechanism reduces the role of inner-she!l excita- effect by scaiine the hlended satellite intensities with the
tion at these higher densities. and the curse which dee,;'t resoil.able .. k lirt... As an example of this effect, the
include inner-shell effects approaches the solid curie. IC-to-RES raitto :, , in in Fig. lb for an SC)(-eV alumi-

The fact that these satellites ha,.e small autolonization Iu an a 1(,A) -V argon plasma. The dashed curve is
rates and, hence, small electron capture rates. compared the IC-io-RFS intcnsit\ ratio alone. sitle the solid curse
to the inner-shell excitation rates, is what makes them ex- itclt:dc, the , t, ,, sateihtes for ,luminum and the
cellent diagnostic indicators of density. For example. let ,.,'atelhlies for argon. The largest contribution is

us examine the behavior of the ah.c,di satellite lincs in from the m 'ateilite. wihile the 5.:1 and 117! are each
Fig. 15, which display an unusual double-s alued not. about half the tntensity of the oin line. As the figure
At 10" ions/cm', inner-shell excitation sa the ,how-, serious errors in the ion electron, density deter-
Is._p 2P-Is2p 2P transition populates the uppe.r les el. mination can result from ignoring the sateilite c"trilhu-
and the satellite lines are ten times more iten,c than if tion to the total line intensit in the \ ici nit of the IC line.
this process was neglected. At about 3 - 10I " iots tnl ,  It ill be sho%%ri in a following paper that self-absorption
the lithiumlike n =2 state densities depart fr'n their co- in an optically thick plasma further enhances the differ-
ronal values and begin to drop %sith densit as tonti/ation ences seen in Fivg. lb.
processes shift population to higher ions, As the 5: 2p Another densit)-sensitixe line among the hehunlike
lesel depletes, the l~s2p'P Ic'e! follois and the satellite satellites is the a h.c.u h biend as first pointei out b)

intensity drops. As the density increases further, the col- Jacobs and Blaha.) - The nortalized' intensity of thi.s

lisional coupling between doubly excited states becomes feature is shown sersus ion density in Fig. 17, for a 00-eV
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FIG. lb. IC-to-RES line intensity ratio vs ion density for art - 1
0s 1

8r-eV aluminum plasma and a 1600-eV argon plasma (dashed'.
Also shown is ihe IC +, s~t,m.n-to-RES ratio for aluminum and 06
the IC + s,mn-to-RES ratio for argon (solid).

18 19 20 21 22 23
carbon, 800-eV aluminum, and 1600-eV argon plasma [for 09, N,'. m'
argon, the resolvable feature is the (a,d,r) blend]. Over FIG. 18. Total "triplet- to "singlet-D" hydrogenhike satellite
the 1018_1023 ion/cm 3 range, the aluminum and argon line intensity ratio vs ion density for the same temperatures as in
line ratios are double-valued, as was discussed in Sec. Fig. 17. Companson shows the complete collisional model
III D. Care must be taken, therefore, to ascertain on (solid), neglecting collisional ionization and recombination
which side of the minimum the density lies when making (dashed), and neglecting inner-shell impact excitation and deex-
density determinations via this diagnostic. For carbon, citation dashed-dotted).
however these lines may be the most valuable diagnostic
among the heliumlike lines, since the IC line is usually too
weak to be detected in most carbon spectra. This intensity curve) and neglecting inner-shell impact excitation and
ratio may also be of special importance in laser-fusion ex- deexcitation to the Is 2s and Is 2p levels 'dashed-dotted
periments which use argon as a seed gas for diagnostic cures). The dashed-dotted curve for carbon is not shori
purposes. Since these heliumlike satellites occur at lower since the results varied by less than a few, percent from the
plasma temperatures than do the hydrogenlike satellites, complete model. As seen from the various curves, omit-
they may be more intense in the dense, imploded core ting either of the collisional processes results in no more
where temperatures are lower than in the corona. than a factor of 2-3 error in the density determination in

Finally, the density-sensitive 3P hydrogenlike satellites the region where the- ratio is a sensitive diaenostic. The
have recieved much attention from previous workers12 - 3-1 noticeable bump in the aluminum and argon ratios is the
in recent years, particularly because of their usefulness in effect of inner-shell excitation for the Is 2p 3P-2p 'P
laser-target compression experiments.") In Fig. 18, the transition. It should be noted once again, that these are
lls2s 3S-2s2p3 P) + (ls2pP-2p"3P)/Is2p 'P- 2p2 'D) results from an equilibrium model, in which the atomic
line intensity ratio versus ion density is shown for carbon processes occur on a rapid enough time scale that the ioni-
(60 eV), aluminum (800 eV), and argon (1600 eV). Also zation balance reflects the local plasma electron tempera-
shown are the results of neglecting collisional ionization ture. The study of satellite lines in a transient plasma will
and recombination to the n =2 hydrogenic level (dashed be the subject of a later investigation.

SIV. DISCUSSION

To summanize. a new model has been described for
characterizing the emission from the n =2 die!ectronic

Si .,,~ i satelitelines to the heliumlike and hydrogenlike reso-
I , inance lines in dense plasmas. In this model, the doubl.

excited level populations are solved for self-consistenly
wi'h a number of singly excited and ground levels for a
plasma in collisional-radiative equilibrium. In addition

* ~ great care has been taken to calculate rate coefficients for
21 : all the reles ant colhsionaly induced and spontaneous pro-

cc,s to high .i-urac using sophisticateJ atomic stru-

I'I, 1 ;.1'.c.d li.inirc-t,-r atce lure ifltnit rilit III; ,;1d '.ca icr ~n: modci.
1, n dcit' .% l i 5 !.' .trhm. sq)-eV ailunuiiuiim. mid , 1 ,- I:!'" ehas or r) the satellite lines has t'ce en tu(lui,
c% argon pL.iona i:tc argon rano is the a-d-r-ro-RES lines tli "' ptically ih;nl plasma" approximaiioni ard their ",iri-
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28 DENSE PLASMA EFFECTS ON K-SHELL DIELECTRONIC...

ation with temperature and density described. The effects larger than one would calculate without inclusion of these
of neglecting inner-shell processes and collisional ioniza- levels. That this investigation arrives at such a result i
tion were shown to cause large errors in theoretically cal- not too surprising since excitation rates often exceed iooti-
culated intensities in some density regimes and to have a zation rates by more than an order of magnitude In fact,
negligible effect in others. Density determinations using the same conclusion was reached in an earlier stud.,'5 re-
the heliumlike intercombination-to-resonance line ratio garding ionization via excitation of singly excited lesels in
were found to be strongly impacted by unresolvable satel- attaining LTE conditions. However, no mention is made
lites at higher densities. The effects were shown to corn- in their paper of continuum lowering (%here pressure ioni-
mence at densities of about 10,1 e -/cm 3, corresponding to zation may force the outer electrons of many of these dou-
the critical density for 1.06-14m laser light, and to become bly excited states into the continuum). The point here is
more important as the density increased, causing as much that, in a plasma at high electron densities, it may be diffi-
as 2 orders of magnitude error in the measured plasma cult to assess the ladderlike processes without self-
density. The (a-d) satellite lines are also shown to be a consistently including the effects of ionization lowering
valuable density diagnostic at temperatures lower than and level shifts, widths, and merging (and, hence, Stark
those where the density-sensitive hydrogenlike satellites broadening) in the model.
can be detectable. This diagnostic is of special importance Finally, in this study we have neglected the plasma mi-
for low-Z plasmas where the intercombination line is crofield effects on the autoionization-dielectronic capture
often too weak to be detected. Finally, we investigated the processes. In addition, no attempt was made to take ac-
ratio of the triplet satellite lines to the 'D satellite adjacent count of the effevis of strongly overlapping lines'; - , or
to the Lyman-a line, and found that inner-shell and/or of the true Fano-Beutler profile " in the calculations.
ionizing collisions can affect the density determination by Both of these effects, as well as photon self-absorption
factors of 2 to 3 in the useful density and temperature and nonequilibnum plasma effects, are presently under in-
range of the diagnostic. vestigation and will be reported on later.

In conclusion, there are two additional points which
should be mentioned. The first regards a recent paper 0  ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
dealing with dielectronic capture followed by ladderlike
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clusion arrived at in this paper is that the effective col- in calculating the atomic data and P. C. Kepple and H. R.
lisional ionization rate is significantly enhanced when one Griem for helpful discussions and useful suggestions re-
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D. Dielectronic Recombination of Krypton lons

1. INTRODUCTION

The rate coefficients for radiative and dielectronic recombination are

needed to predict the relative abundances of various ions in a high-

temperature plasma. These relative abundances may be used to calculate the

far-ultraviolet and X-ray emission spectra produced by electron-ion

collisions. In the corona model approximation (Griem 1964), which is valid

at low-densities, the recombination coefficients are functions only of the

local electron temperature and are independent of the electron density.

This approximation is expected to be valid for the K-shell ions of a high-Z

element over an extensive density range. However, the coefficients for the

L- and M-shell ions are expected to be much more sensitive to density

effects.

Burgess (1964) first demonstrated that dielectronic recombination is

often more important than the usual free-bound radiative process in the

temperature region where the ions have their maximum abundance in

ionization equilibrium. A simple formula was derived by Burgess (1965) for

estimating the dielectronic recombination rates in the corona model

approximation. This simple formula requires knowledge of only the energy

levels and absorption oscillator strengths of the recombining ion.

However, ionization - equilibrium calculations which have been carried out

using the Burgess formula (Jordan 1969) do not agree with more detailed

calculations (Jacobs et. al. 1977) in which the rates for all radiative

decay an autoionization processes from the doubly-excited states are taken

into account. This is attributable to the discovery that, for certain

ions, autoionization into an excited state of the recombining ion is more

probable than autolonization to the ground state.

II. THEORY

Dielectronic recombinatt-n nay be described as a two-step process.

Radiationless capture of a plasma electron Into an ni-state accompanied by

the excitation i+j of the recombining ion X+(Z) results in the formation of

a doubly-excited state
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x+(Z) (i) + e- + x+(Z-) (j,nl) . (1)

Recombination occurs if, instead of autoionization, the doubly-excited

state J, nl undergoes radiative decay to a sins y-excited state i, nl which

lies below the ionization threshold

x+(Z - l) (j,nl) -* x+(Z - 1) (i,nl) + h-) (2)

The initial state i is assumed to be the ground state in the corona model

approximation. In our calculations, the many-electron states i and j will

be specified by giving only the principal and angular momentum quantum

numbers of the active electron.

Assuming that the electrons have a maxwellian velocity distribution,

the dielectronic recombination rate coefficient in the corona model

approximation is given by (Shore 1969)

d 3 =23 3/2 3/2

S 0  (EH/kB e)

A (Jnl+i) A (J,nl-i,nl)
- X g(j,nl) a r

nl 2g(i) A (J,nl) + A (J,nl)a r

X expf {E(i) - E(j,nl) } (3)
kBT
B e

where E(i) and E(j,nl) are the initial-state and doubly-excited state

energy levels, respectively, and g(i) and g(j,nl) are their statistical

weights.

III. CALCULATIONS

For large values of n the autotonization rates Aa(J,nli) can be

obtained from the threshold values of the partial-wave cross section for

the electron impact excitation

X+(Z) (i) + e- (k i I ) i X+ (Z) (J) + e- (kjl) , (4)
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by using the quantum-defeat theory relationship derived by Seaton (1969).

The distorted-wave method (Davis et.al. 1976) was used to obtain the

excitation cross sections. The stabilizing radiative decay rates Ar(j,nl

+i,nl) where approximated by the spontaneous emission rate A r(Ji) for the

recombining ion core. These approximations are expected to be valid for

An 0 transitions of the ion core, which occur predominantly by means of

large n-values. They are uncertain for An Inot equal to 0 transitions, for

which small n-values play a more important role, especially with increasing

Z. The total decay rates Aa(J,nl) and Ar(J,nl) include the rates for all

allowed autolonization and radiative decay processes. For some An not

equal to 0 transitions, autoionization into an excited state of the

recombining ion can occur and is found to be more probable than auto-

ionization into the ground state. This gives a substantially smaller

recombination rate than predicted by the Burgess formula.

The dielectronic recombination rate coefficients for Kr XXVI - XXXVI

have been calculated, taking into account the autoionization processes and

stabilizing radiative transitions which involve a single-electron electric-

dipole transition of the recombining ion core. The transitions included

are given in Table I. The asterisk has been used to identify the

transitions whose contribution to ad is reduced by alitoionization into an

excited state.

The total dielectronic recombination coefficient for each ion is given

in Table II for the temperature region of experimental interest. The K-

shell ions are expected to have density-independent recombination

coefficients, even at densities as high as 1022 cm 3 . The results for the

L- and M-shell ions may not be valid at such high densities because of

collisional processes involving the outer nl-electron. To obtain the total

recombination coefficient in the corona model approximation, the direct

radiative recombination coefficients must be added to the results in Table

II. Estimates based on hydrogenic approximations indicate that for these

Kr ions radiative recombination is almost as important as dielectronic

recombination. The is to be expected from Z-scaling arguments.
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Table I

Stabilizing Radiative Transitions j -~ i

Recombining Single-Electron

ion Transitions j + i

Kr XXXVI 2p-1s, 3p-*ls

Kr XXXV 2p+ls, 3p-*Is

Kr XXXIV 2p-*2s, 3p+2s*

Kr XX-XIII 2p+2s, 3p+2s*

Kr XXXII 2p-*2s, 3 s+ 2 p , 3d+2p*

Kr XXXI 2p+2s, 3s+?p, 3d+,2p*

Kr XXX 2p-*2s, 3s+2p, 3d-2p*

Kr XXIX 2p+2s, 3s+2p, 3d+2p*

Kr XXVIII 2p+2s, 3s+2p, 3d+2p*

Kr UXVII 3s-+2p, 3d-2p*

Kr XXVI 3p+3s, 4p-*3s*

*Affected by autolonization into an excited state.
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E. Coupled Plasma and Radiation Transport Ion Beam Code

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to understand the nature of the dynamic material response of

a planar target exposed to a high energy ion beam, particularly in the

analysis and assessment of directed energy and/or particle beam lethality

and vulnerability experiments, a one-dimensional fully self - consistent

energy deposition/stopping power radiation hydrodynamics model has been

developed.

In Section II the physical processes included in the model are

detailed, along with the numerical formulation employed. Section If!

presents the basic results of our treatment of the interaction of a 1 MeV

proton beam with a planar aluminum target. Section IV compares these

results with those obtained when radiation transport is omitted from the

calculations. Section V compares our results with a similar laser-target

interaction study. Finally, in Section VI, the work is summarized.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

The interaction of the ion beam with the target is strongly dependent

on the local temperature and degree of ionization in the target. In

addition, optical pumping and energy transport by photons can influence the

plasma temperature and degree of ionization, and can modify the

hydrodynamic response of the target. Thus, the deposition of the beam, the

hydrodynamic. evolution and atomic physics of the target, as well as the

transport of radiation, must be calculated self-consistently.

Discussion of the theoretical model can be separated for convenience

as follows: (a) hydrody/namics and thermal conduction (b) io-nization and

atomic physics (c) radiation emission and transport and (d) beam dy'namics

and energy deposition.

(A) Hydrodynamics and Thermal Conduction

The basic hydrodynamic variables of mass, momentum, and total energy

are transported in one dimension using a numerical scheme with a sliding-

zone version of flux:-corrected transport.1 A special griddin-z algorithm is
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used which moves zones in a Lag.,rangYian fashion and adJusts the tuesh fn

order to resolve steep gradients in the flow. The hy.'rodynamic equaittons

solved are

= + (:) 0,(1

D(,2U) __d? (2)
Dt dx

D, - u?+ ri e

(3)

where -~is mass density, u is velocity, P is pressure-, T Is total energy

density rdis the rate of energy loss or gain due to radiation, dep is

the rate of energy, gali due to the !bearm deposition process, -Is th,

thermal conductivity, and N is the ion density. The ther-nal condiuction 1

calculated implicitly, using an iterative Crank-Nicholson schoTne.

Since densities did not much exceed solid density in th'-s study, i

simple equation of state was assumed with

2 1 2

where c is the ion potential energy due to ionization and e:zitation. .A

single temperature model was employed,

kT= (5)

where m, is ion mass, and T is temperature. The Ionization enor,-y, - ~, zind]

effective charge, Z, are calculated from the Ionizat Lon-radit ion eqmitionf.

which are explained below. A single temperature assumption Is v:3l13 in the
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cold dense target as well as in the heam deposition region, since thernal

eq,.ilLbration times -re short compared with the time scales of the energy

input and changes in the hydrodynamic variables.

The local rate of change of energy due to radiation transport

rad' and that due to the beam deposition dep' will be discussed in the

appropriate sections below.

(B) Ionization and Atomic Physics

The ionic populations in the plasma may be characterized by a set of

atomic rate equations of the form

df I  
i

dt j W j i i

where fi is the fractional population of atomic level i, and W.ji 1. the net

reaction rate describing the transition from initial state j to final state

i. An equation of this type is constructed for each of the atomic levels

included in the model.

For sufficiently dense plasmas of the sort we expect to model with the

ion-beam code, the effective populating and depopulating rate- are

extremely fast compared with the hydrodynamic response. An equilibrium

assumption can be justified, which involves dropping the explicit time

dependence in equation (6). The pla,:a (.s then said to be in collisioola-

radiative equilibrium (CRE) 2 , whereby the plasma ionization state responds

instantaneously to changes in hydrodyn-amric quantities.

The rate coefficients that are used to calculate the populating an!

depopulating rates, Wji ,  are calculated using various scatterlrg

techniques. 7he processes included in this ca,'culit! n an- the mo t ho !

used in calculatin, the corresponding rite coefficients are summarized,

be I ow.

(1) Co1lisilfol ionization - exchange classi ! impa-t-par-tmetcr (ECIP)

methods 3 (the effect of autolonizing resonances on the cro:- 5Pctio's his

been ignored).
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(2) Photoionization - hydrogenic approximat.on with Karzas-Latter-Gaunt

factors.
4 ,5

(3) Dieleztronic recombination - the detailed calculations of Jacobs et

al.6 are used.

(4) Collisional excitation - Coulomb-Born distorted-wave approximation

including exchange effects,7 or the semiclassical impact-parameter (SCI)

technique.
8

(5) Spontaneous radiative decay - oscillator strengths are taken from

several calculations and measurements.
9

(6) Photoexcitation - oscillator strengths usei are those quoted above to

determine optical depths (see the next section on radiation transport).

Finally, collisional and radiative recombination, collisional deexcitation,

and stimulated emission are all calculated as the detailed balance of the

corresponding opposite rate listed above. A simplified level diagram using

two ground states and a single excited state is shown in Fig. 1 to show

schematically the processes included in the model.

Once the set of rate equations (including the radiation transport) has

been solved for the level populations, fi' the electron density can be

calculated,

N zi N N (7)
e i i

where zi is the ionic charge of level i and NI is the total ion density.

The ionization and excitation enerey can also be calculated by

I i ,N, (8)

where is the energy of level i, measured prom the ground state of the

neutral atom.
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(C) Radiation Emission and Transport

Radiation emission from a plasma and its opacity are dependent on the

local atomic level population densities. Except for optically thin

plasmas, however, the level populations depend on the radiation field,

since optical pumping via photoionization and photoexcitation can produce

significant population redistribution. Thus, the ionization and radiation

transport processes are strongly coupled and must be solved self-

consistently. In this model, an iterative procedure I0 is used, where level

populations are calculated using the radiation field from the previous

iteration, then using these populatios to calculate a new radiation field

and recalculating populations until convergence is reached. Even when the

local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LT7) populations are used, an iterative

procedure is required, since the LTE populations are functions of

temperature and electron density, which, in turn, depend on the level

populations.

Three distinct radiation transport schemes have been developed, and

can be used interchangeably in the code: A probabilistic scheme, a

multifrequency scheme and a hybrid method. Descriptions of these transport

methods have appeared elsewhere; in this brief report, their general

properties will be outlined.

The probabilistic model"i forms local angle and frequency averaged

escape probabilities for each emission line and for each bound-free

process. Free-free radiation is treated with a multifrequency formalism.

The radiation transport and emission spectra are calculated from these

escape probabilities. The method is cost-effective, can treat

comprehensive atomic models and provides good overall energetics, but

cannot calculate certain spectral details and breaks down at very high

densities where no systematic treatment of Stark profile escape

probabilities is available.

The multifrequency model 12 solves the equation of radiation transport

at a large number of discrete frequencies, providing resolution of emission

lines, recombination edges and absorption edges. It provides accurate

radiation transport at high density, and gives spectral details such as

self-absorption features. However, a large number of frequencies is

required to provide adequate resolution, and it tends to be a relatively

costly nethod.
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The hybrid model uses the multifrequency formalism to transport the

continuum (bound-free -ind free-free) radiation, and frequency integrated

escape probabilities to transport the lines. Continuum opacities are

interpolated from the multifrequency mesh and folded into the line

transport calculations. The line opacities are assumed to have negligible

impact on the continuum energetics.

In all of the models outlined above, local ionization state-dependent

inner-shell opacities are included, since these processes are very

important in the cool, dense plasma regions. Inner-shell photoionization

cross sections for the neutral element is taken from the fits by Biggs and

Lighthill1 3 , and the positions of the ionization-dependent absorption edges

are taken from the Hartree-Fock calculations of Clementi and Roetti 14.

The local rate of energy change in zone J, due to radiation transport

is given by

F - (F -k Cpk j FPk) (9)

where Fpk is the rate of energy loss in zone k due to a discrete radiative

process (or frequency group) P, and Cpkj is the radiative coupling of zone

k to zone j for that process. The couplings are functions of opacity,

integated over process and photon path. In the probabilistic model, a

matrix of couplings must be computed for each bound-bound, bound-free and

free-free process; for the multifrequency model, they must be computed for

each discrete frequency. In this way, the net cooling and heating by

radiation emission and absorption among the various zones of the plasma is

accurately accounted for.

(D) Beam Dynamics and Energy Deposition

We assume that on the timescale of the target response (several

nanoseconds), the beam maintains uniform flow, that is

j mB

0B uB =m=- (10)B ~ e Z B

where B and uB are the local mss density and axial velocity of the

beam. The mass flux m is assumed constant up to the point the beam is

- r ...- F r .. .. . . . --- ,



stopped. J is the beam current per unit area; mB and ZB are the mass and

charge of a beam ion.

For a relativistic beam with negligible thermal spread, the kinetic

energy of a beam ion is related to the local velocity by

2

E mBc
B "(l-u 2 /c) 2 B

The energy is also related to the stopping power by

EB= E0 I (,E)T dx, (12)
B 0 (~dx 

where Eo is the initial energy, and with the total stopping power given by

the sum of the ion-free electron, ion-bound electron and ion-plasma ion

interactions,

(dE. = (dE) (dE) dE

4dx- + .) (13)d-x T dx e + dx b (d-x i(3

(1) Interaction with Bound Electrons

The local oscillator model (ILOM) 1 5 representation of the stopping

cross section is employed, with the spatial change of energy given by

dE

= (P(x)/ml) SD(V) (14)

2with Sb in ergs-cm
2 4

4(Z B 2 (T) 
4r

Sb(V )  2 f 4 r o(r) ) dr. (15)
m 2 o

where ZB is the effective charge of the projectile ion, e and m are the

electron charge and mass, V is the projectile velocity, c(r) is the local

bound electron density in the target atom, and K (T) is a modified zeroth0

order Bessel function.

T = h i, (r)/mV , (16)
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where h is Planck's constant divided by 21, and w 0o(r) is the local plasma

frequency at radius r within the atom.

There are three assumptions underlying the LOM16 . The first is that a

loss function can be defined, dependent only on the local electron density

in the target atom. The second is that the longitudinal dielectric

response can be represented by c(.) with a single zero at 0 , subject

to the high frequency condition

1 /!)2/2 (17)
0

appropriate to free electrons. The third assumption is that the induced

polarization charge is spread out from the ion trajectory to some finite

radius of the order of the de Broglie wavelength h/mV. This last

assumption is justified by the adiabatic argument that energy will be

transferred only to electrons with velocity less than V. A wave packet

with momentum of order mV would have a spatial spread of order h/mV.

The electron density p(r) is taken from the Thomas-Fermi (TF) model

proposed by Zink.
1 7

In a plasma target, the bound atomic electrons can be screened from

the projectile ions by the free electrons. Thus, the LOM must be modified

to take this shielding effect into account. For an electron in an isolated

atom, the maximum impact parameter is V/n,, where r is a characteristic

frequency of motion1 8 . Plasma screening limits this parameter to the Debye

length D. The expression for T can be rewritten

T - (h/mV) (t)e (r)/V) (18)

Whenever V/(,o(r) > D, T is taken to be

T - h/mVD (19)

Thus, plasr-a shielding of the bound electrons is taken into account by

limiting the argument of the Bessel function.
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(2) Interaction With Free Electrons

For heated target materials, the atoms become ionized, and stopping

due to free electrons must be considered. The free electron stopping power

is calculated from

dE -p(x) (20)
de m Sf

with

2're4 ZB2  D2
B = F( ) ;.n (I + D ) + 2n (1 + 4 2) ' (21)

Sf(V) sv b2 , I+4(1

where Z is the average charge of the target ions, D is the Debye shielding

length, and

= BV2 1/2 (22)
(mV I2kT) (2

where kT is the electron temperature, and

2
F(s) = erf(P) - 2 F e / /T . (23)

The quantity b is the minimum impact parameter for electron-ion

scattering and is given by
2

ZBe h
b MAX -- , 7mV (24)

i.e., the maximum of either the classical or quantum-mechanical impact

parameter defined by the uncertainty principle.

The first term in Sf(V) is the short range ion-electron binary-
19encounter scattering term and is taken from the work of Campbell , who

adapted it from Brueckner and Brysk 20 . The second term is the polarization

term and is taken from Pines and Bohm2 1. For distances larger than D, the

plasma acts as a continuous medium, and distant collisions cause loss of

energy by the excitation of plasma oscillations, which appear as an

oscillating wake behind the projectile.
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(3) Interaction with Plasma Ions

For stopping power due to the plasma ions, an expression taken from

Campbell 1 9 and Mehlhorn 2 2 is used;

(dE) - j(X-- ) S V) (25)d-x i mI  si(

where

477e
4  Z2 2

Si(V) = miV2 Zn A F(-) (26)
m IV

where 2 = mlV 2/2kT i, (27)

F() = erf() - (1 + I) Fe (28)

B

Ln A (1/2) Zn (1 + b 2 / b 2 (29)max min)

bmax is set equal to D, and bmin is given by

bBMAX h (30)mi n  - pV2  2umpV (

where mp is the proton mass, and

mB m 1

B + m(31)

(4) Enhanced Stopping Power From Collective Effects

The stopping power of a dense ion beam can differ from the sum of
single particle stopping powers. One way in which this can occur is
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through phase mixing of the polarization wakes produced in the ambient

medium by the beam particles. The magnitude of this particular effect is

similar to that given by McCorkle and Iafrate 2 3 for electron beams,

Sb - So (1 + 2- nB a3 /3) (32)

where Sb is the enhanced stopping power, So is the single particle stopping

power, nB is the beam number density and a is the ratio of the beam

velocity and local plasma frequency

a - VB/ipe (33)

For the case considered below, a 1 meV proton beam with a
flx BVB 126 -2 -I

flux nBvB 10 cm sec on a solid density aluminum target, the

correction to the stopping power is quite small.

II. RESULTS

The interaction of a monoenergetic 1 MeV proton beam with a planar

aluminum slab of 15 pm thickness is treated in this investigation. A slab

thickness of 15 Mm is chosen because this distance corresponds to the

range of a I MeV proton in cold, solid density aluminum.2 4 Hence, the beam

is totally stopped within the slab and should deposit all of its energy

within the target. The beam is assumed to consist of a square-shaped pulse

of 10 nanosecond duration with a flux of 1026 protons/cm 2-sec. The beam

intensity on target is 1.6XIO1 3  W/cm2 , which is comparable to the

intensities available with current devices. These calculations were made

on the CRAY computer at LANL.

In an earlier report, 2 5 the results of a similar calculation, which

employed a probabilistic radiation transport formalism as described in

Section 1, were given. It was postulated that the probabilistic method had

over-estimated the bound-free and free-free radiative cooling of the slab,

since it becomes difficult to calculate continuum opacities accurately with

the probabilistic model when they become very large. Some limited

calculations carried out with the more accurate hybrid model, described
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above, confirmed these concerns. Thus, the present coupled hydrodynamic-

radiation transport calculation was carried out using the hybrid scheme.

This is the first time the hybrid method has been employed in a full

production calculation. Previously, it was used for post-processing

profiles generated with the probabilistic or multifrequency methods, and

for checking the accuracy of probabilistic treatments.

The cost of a full multifrequency production calculation would be

prohibitive. The aluminum atomic model used in this study contains about

140 lines; properly resolving them with perhaps ten frequencies per line

would require 1400 frequencies in addition to those required for treatment

of the continuum. However, a probabilistic treatment of line radiation

transport remains viable in the present case. Althoug, this treatment will

not provide details of the emitted line profiles, it will accurately

describe radiation energetics.

Hence, the hybrid scheue, while sacrificing spectral detail, permits a

cost effective self-consistent hydrodynamic-radiation transport calculation

to be performed for the ion beam-target interaction study.

Figure 2 shows density profiles at various times within the evolution

of the interaction. A striking feature is the spreading of the target

plasma and the corresponding density decrease with time. From an initial

3
width of 15 - and a density of 2.7 grams/cm , the target has become about

0.3 cm wido with densities of the order of 10-2 grams/cm 3 at 9.8 nsec just

before the prot-il heam is turned off. The density gradient smooths out,

and the plam'i becomes more uniform with time.

Figure 3 shows corresponding profiles of temperature. At these

densities aid temperattires, the major contribution to beam stopping comes

from the free electrons. Indeed, at the times shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the

beam is entirely stopped in the low density, high temperature side of the

plasma. The hack side of the target is heated primarily through radiation

transport, which is substantially larger than the effect of thermal

conduction.

Figure 4 shows profiles of density and temperature at 14.8 nsec, 4.8

nsec after the proton beam has been shut off. The plasma is now about 0.52

cm wide and is becoming more uniform. Wile the temperature of most of the
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plasma has fallen considerably since beam cutoff, the back surface

temperature has only dropped a few eV. The density is becoming uniform.

Figure 5 shows the energy history of the plasma through 14.8 nsec.

Note that the total energy deposited becomes constant at 10 nsec when the

beam shuts off. At early times, the energy in the plasma is approximately

equal to the deposited energy; at 5 nsec, the radiated energy amounts to

about 20% of the deposited energy; beyond this point, the fraction of the

deposited energy retained by the plasma decreases. By 10 nsec, more than

40% of the deposited energy has been radiated away, and by 14.8 nsec, more

than half the deposited energy has been radiated away. Figure 5 also shows

the energy partitioning in the plasma. Up until 10 nsec, all of the

components are growing, but beyond this point, the ionization and thermal

energies decrease as the plasma cools. The kinetic energy continues to

grow as the plasma expands. By 12 nsec, the radiated energy surpasses the

energy retained within the plasma. At times greater than 12 nsec, the

plasma shows a net loss in energy due to radiative cooling.

Calculated emission spectra from the front and rear surfaces of the

plasma at 1.76 nsec are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. At this early time,

radiative cooling is not a significant factor as may be seen from Fig. 5.

There is much more energy in the front spectrum, where the temperature is

higher. Due to the large optical depths at photon energies between 0.01

keV and 1.0 keV, radiation from the hotter, less dense regions does not

reach the back side; most of the rear side emission arises From the plasn.

near the rear surface.

Figures 8 and 9 show calculated emission spectra from the front and

rear sides of the plasma at 9.8 nsec. Again, there is more radiated power

coming out of the hotter, less dense front surface than the cooler, more

dense rear surface. Free bound emission from the L edges is high at the

front (beam) edge, but due to large opt-cal depths in the 0.3 keV region,

this emission is greatly attenuated at the rear side. Around 1.0 keV, the

optical depths become of order unity, and the emission rises, then falls

again due to K-edge absorption. Emissions from several L-shell lines can

be seen in both spectra, as can K line emissions in the 1.5 keV to 2.0 keV

range. There are more K lines appearing on the front side.
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Figures 10 and ii show front and back emission spectra at 14.8 nsec.

These spectra are more similar than the front and rear spectra at 9.8 nsec

due to the fact that the plasma is more uniform at this time. From 0.01

keV up to about 0.25 keV, the spectra are nearly identical; above this

frequency, the rear spectrum is greatly reduced with respect to the front

spectrum. This is due to the increased density near the rear surface and

the large optical depths at frequencies from about 0.25 keV to 1.0 keV;

i.e., for frequencies about 0.1 keV and up to about 0.25 keV, emissions

from the front and rear surfaces have significant contributions from deep

within the plasma, but for freatuencies greater than 0.25 keV, nearly all

the emission from both sides originates near the surface due to the large

optical depths. At these frequencies, the front surface radiates more

energy. Due to the cooler temperatures, K-shell lines are missing from

these spectra.

IV. COMPARISON WITH CALCULATION WITHOUT RADIATION TRANSPORT

One might question the need for a fully self-consistent hydro-dynamic-

radiation transport calculation. Would it not suffice to perform a

hydrodynamic calculation, and post-process the resulting temperature-

density profiles to obtain the radiation? Alternatively, could not a

simple radiation transport model suffice in a calculation of this sort?

Certainly there are problems where one of these alternatives would be

adequate. However, for the current beam-target interaction problem,

accurate radiation transport is essential. To demonstrate this, an

identical simulation with fully self-consistent ionization physics, but

without radiative cooling or transport was carried out.

Co-aparisons of density and temperature profiles at various times for

both sets of calculations are given in the following figures.

Figure 12 shows comparison profiles at 6 nsec. On the beam side of

the plasma, the "purely hydrodynamic plasma" (PHP) calculation yields much

higher temperatures and correspondingly lower d-nsities. This clearly

demonstrates the effects of radiative cooling on the hydrodynamic response

The PH? is wider at this time due to the absence of radiative cooling.

Figure 13 shows similar comparisons at 10 nsec. Similar comments

regarding temperature and density can be made here. In this situation, the
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back surface of the plasma with radiation included has expanded further

than the PHP case as opposed to the situation in Fig. 12. This is chiefly

due to the effects of radiative heating on the rear surface.

Figure 14 presents comparison profiles at 15 nsec, 5 nsec after the

beam has been shut off. Similar observations regarding temperature and

density can be made; the P1P still produces the wider plasma. A striking

feature of Fig. 15 is the relative uniformity of the profiles for the

radiation case as compared to the PHP case. The PHP case still retains

steep gradients near the rear surface, while the radiation-hydro plasma is

approaching an isothermal condition with fairly uniform density.

Figure 15 gives the energy history of the plasma along with the energy

partitioning for the PHP case. The plasma energy is equal to the deposited

energy at all times. The thermal energy is much higher than in Fig. 5 for

the radiation-hydro case; this indicates that radiation cooling occurs at

the expense of the plasma thermal energy. This is also indicated by the

much higher temperatures in the PHP curves in Figs. 12-14. The ionization

energies are not very different in the two calculations. The PHP case has

higher kinetic energy at later times; this accounts for the greater widths

of the hydrodynamic plasma.

These comparisons of the PHP and hydro-radiation transport cases

clearly establish the importance of radiation transport effects in hot

plasmas. Any realistic treatment of hot plasmas must include self-

consistent radiation effects.

V. COMPARISON WITH LASER-TARGET INTERACTION

It is of interest to make some qualitative comparisons .With a

simulation of a laser-aluminum target interaction at roughly the same

incident energy intensity. Duston, et. al. 26 studied the interaction ) f a

1.06 micron laser beam at an intensity of 1013 W/cm 2 and a 1n0I pi:l:3e

length (3 nsec full width at half maximum) with an I 'jn thick alumlnum

foil. Fig. 16 is taken from that study.

In the laser case, after the initial blow off plasma is formed, the

beam does not penetrate into the target beyond the critical density
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surface, whereas the ion beam penetrates deep into the target, at least at

early times. In both cases, the dense part of the plasma at later times is

heated predominantly by radiation transport rather than thermal

conduction. The laser case shows much lower densities and higher

temperatures on the front side of the plasma, whereas on the backside the

laser case shows much higher density and lower temperatures. Also, by

comparing Figs. 2 and 16, it can be seen that the laser beam calculation

produces much sharper density and temperature gradients. These results

substantiate the view that proton beams are more efficient than laser beams

for heating up the interior and backside of targets; this is due to deeper

penetration into the target by the ion beams.

VI. SUNL ARY

A fully self consistent, one-dimensional treatment of the inter-action

of a one-MeV proton beam with an aluminum slab has been presented. A fully

self-consistent hydrodynamic-ionization-radiation transport model was

used. The atomic populations as functions of density and temperature were

obtained from a collisional-radiative-equilibrium assumption. Radiation

transport was calculated using a hybrid scheme.

Profiles of the plasma density, temperature, and average charge

resulting from these calculations have been presented. Comparisons with

calculations omitting radiation transport show that radiation can

significantly affect plasma evolution, leading to substantially different

temperature and density profiles, and must be included in any selt-

consistent treatment of ion beam-target interactions.

Qualitative comparisons of the ion beam-slab interaction with a

treatment 2 6 of a laser-beam slab interaction shows that the laser produces

higher temperatures and lower densities on the front (beam) side of the

plasma, while the proton beam is more efficient at heating up the back sid

due to deeper penetration into the target.

Since these treatments of the beam-target interaction are one-

dimensional, energy flow normal to the direction of the beam ha- been

neglected; in addition, self-field effects have not been considered. 0 Os-
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effects could reduce the range significantly, and alter the i!: itade and

shapes of the plasma profiles given here. A two-di:aensional hydrodynani.

code is under development and it is planned to use this model in the beam-

target interaction study when it becomes available.

Even with these limitations, however, the above results should be

useful in particle beam lethality and vulnerable studies.
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Fig. 1. Simple three-level diagram used to depict the atomic processes

included in this ionization model. S is collisional and photoloniza-

tion, aR is radiative recombination and three-body recombination, CDR is

dielectronic recombination, X is electron collisional excitation, Y is

collisional deexcitation, A is spontaneous decay, and 15 and iy-l are

stimulated absorption and emission.
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Fig. 2. Density profiles at 3.2 nsec, 6.0 nsec, and 9.8 nsec.
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Fig. 3. Temperature profiles at 3.2 nsec, 6.0 nsec, and 9.8 nsec.
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Fig. 4. Density and temperature profiles at 14.8 nsec.
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F. Enhanced Radiation Sources

I. INTRODUCTION

Exploring schemes and configurations for enhanced plasma radiation

will require a more complete understanding of the nature of radiation

matter interactions. Since we are interested in producing x-rays for

simulation purposes, it is irrelevant whether the x-rays are incoherent or

coherent. Naturally, because of the power requirements and the lack of a

working x-ray laser, combined with the relative ease of producing

incoherent x-ray radiation all of DNA's sponsored research efforts in this

area have potential application. However, it appears that it may be

possible to develop a coherent x-ray source using current gas puff

technology. It is in this atmosphere that we have investigated a scheme

that could be implemented experimentally using pulse power technology.

Since our initial goal is to understand the physics issues and determine

the plasma conditions favorable to produce a coherent x-ray source, we have

simplified things by assumming a laser driven system. In future

investigations the laser will be replaced by a PRS.

For many years now, there have been a variety of proposed schemes

suggesting ways to create a population inversion and subsequent gain in the

1-7x-ray region I
. One such scheme involves the radiated flux from one

plasma pumping on another plasma to create conditions which result in

coherent radiation in the soft x-ray region 4 7 . There are several cases

where the coincidence between the pumping and absorbing lines is close

enough to merit strong consideration as a possible lasing combination. Two

such schemes utilizing a Si XIII - Al XII system and a Na X - Ne IX system

are modeled in detail in reference I (hereafter, referred to as ADW). The

Na - Ne scheme is particularly interesting because the lines match to

better than one part in 104 at a wavelength of 11'.

The proper conditions in the Na - Ne system is created by "tuning" the

hydrodynamics and thermal properties of the two component plasma7 . This

tuning acts both to create a tenous neon blowoff and to provide an energy

source to heat the sodium. The sodium subsequently acts as a backlighting

flashlamp for the neon.
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For instance, absorption of a laser operating at low intensity can

ablate the neon at a low temperature, typically about 100 eV. Second,

energy can be deposited into the sodium backlighter and locally heat this

region. This energy deposition can occur on the opposite side relative to

the neon cooling to prevent over heating the neon or it may occur off to

the side of the expanding neon plasma plume. The optimum configuration has

not yet been determined. The rapid rise in temperature induced by this

deposition will then conduct through the sodium and create the proper

conditions for photo-pumping the cooler neon. Of course, within a finite

time scale this thermal wave propagates through the neon and effectively

burns out any inverted population. The plasma system then remains in an

isothermal condition.

Several constraints in this problem are brought about by considering

the plasma properties which are needed to achieve gain in a resonant photo-

pumped medium1 . First the line absorption coefficients are linear in ion

density. Therefore, for a fixed optical depth, the width d of the ablated

neon can be scaled as d = A/Ni where A is a constant and Ni is the ion

density. The maximum optical depth before significant reduction in

population inversion occurs has been determined by Hagelstein 2 to be

approximately 5. The approximation given in ADW is that this requires an

ablated blowoff with a scale length not greater than 10 om for ion

densities on the order of 1020 cm-3 . This scale length can increase to

greater than 0.1 cm for ion number densities on the order of 1018 cm- 3 .

For the inverted levels discussed in ADW, the gain coefficient for the Ne

IX 2piP - 3dID and 2p1P - 4diD transitions peak near an ion density of 1020

cm- 3 . The gain subsequently drops off dramatically to less than unity at

1018 cm- 3 . However, the gain for the 3did - 4flF transiticn peaks near

1019 cm-3 and is still greater than 10 at 1018 cm-3 .

A second constraint is placed on the temperatures of the two plasmas.

The temperature of the lasing neon must be kept low enough to prevent

burnout of the Ne IX population. At a density of 1020 cm- 3 the maximum

fractional population of Ne IX occurs at approximately 65 eV in the

presence of the pump radiation. On the other hand, the pumping plama (in

this case Na) is most favorable when it is an optically thick plasma with a

kinetic temperature of about 300 eV. In short, one would like a hot dense

pumping plasma irradiating a cooler, optically thin lasing plasmal.
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As indicated above, the density requirements for the 3-2 and 4-2

transitions differ from the requirements of the 4-3 transition. Therefore,

we can separate the following discussion into two parts. First, we will

examine the 3-2 and 4-2 scaling requirements. We consider cryogenic neon

with density 1.2 gm/cm 3 on the outside of a sodium sample. This neon layer

is subsequently ablated off the sodium to dynamically set up the proper

plasma conditions for the photo-pumped system. In order to prevent photon

trapping and meet the conditions given above, a layer of 2.79xi0 - 2 tim of Ne

is needed. This assumes a uniform blowoff density of 1020 cm-3 with a

width of 10 Um. If we assume that the Ne plasma is initially produced by

laser absorption, then the ablation velocity will be on the order of 107

cm/sec. At these volocities expansion out to 10 Um occurs on a time scale

of roughly 100 psec. Both the pumping material and the lasing material

must reach the proper conditions for gain in this time frame. The strong

dependence of the gain coefficient1 on density results in the existence of

a window of approximatly 10 nsec before the 3-2 and 4-2 transitions yield a

gain coefficient less than unity.

On the other hand, the 4-3 transition has a gain coefficient of 1.0 at

approximately 1016 cm- 3 and hence, the expansion time can be up to I Usec.

At peak gain (i.e., 1019 cm- 3 ) this allows 1 nsec for the blowoff to

develop. Again this assumes a uniform expansion velocity of 107 cm/sec.

We now consider the propagation of the thermal wave from the area of

energy absorption in the sodium through the neon plasma. The electron heat

flux is given by

qm- T . (1)

The conductivity K can be written in the form

K - Cnek)Lv (2)

where C is a constant of order unity, ne is the electron density, k is

Boltzmann's constant, X. is the electron-ion collision mean free path, and

ve is the electron thermal speed. Equation (1) can be rewritten in the

form
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c
q CnekTe( L T ) Ve( -eT ) (3)

where LT is the temperature gradient length and eT is given by

T/j T I . If LT < Xc, the heat flux will be carried in the direction

-eT at a rate which is greater than the electron thermal speed. This is an

unphysical result and indeed, the derivation of the conductivity given by

Eq. (2) is predicated on the assumption that Xc < L T This problem of

steep gradients has been studied extensively in the laser fusion

literature 8 -1 l.  The approach which has been used most often in connection

with this difficulty has been to limit the flux q whenever Xc > fLT to

qnkT fv (-4 ) (4)

where f, the so-called "flux limiter", is less than one 8- 12 . Therefore, we

can base our estimate of the propagation speed of the thermal wave on some

limited value of ve .  The ratio of the flux limited value of the thermal

wave speed to the sound speed c. will be given by

fv f
e - 148- (5)

where we have used the atomic weight for neon and an adiabatic index of

5/3. Recent theoretical and experimental results have put the value of f

close to 0.. for laser power levels which are appropriate for our

conditions 13-15. Assuming Ne IX ( i.e., Z - 8 ), Eq. (4) gives fve = 5.2

cs and the thermal wave be expected to overtake the expanding plasma up to

Mach numbers of roughly 5.

Max, McKee, and Mead 1 2 have studied in detail the properties of steady

state flow beyond the critcal surface in plasmas created by laser

absorption and the dependence of this flow on the flux limiter in spherical

geometry. While this analysis is not appropriate for the conditions which

occur during the early phase of rapid energy deposition, it is helpful in

gaining insight into the physics during the later absorption and blowoff

stages. The parameters discussed above fall into the "semi-saturated"

regime. That is, the heat flux will be classical up to the point M - 1.76

where M is the Mach number 1 2.  This point will occur at 1.38 critical

surface radii1 2 . Beyond that point heat flow will be flux limited and the
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Mach number will increase slowly thereafter. Hence, we can expect that the

thermal front should overtake the expanding plasma. Based on these

results, we can make an estimate of the propagation time for the thermal

wave to penetrate the Ne plasma. If we assume an ion density of 1019 cm- 3

and choose an optical depth of 5, then the total distance to be traversed

in the neon plasma is approximately 100 Wm. If the value given above for

fve is chosen with cs = 1.5 x 107 cm/sec, the thermal wave will propagate

halfway into the neon in 70 psec. This puts a rough limit on the time span

over which effective gain will be achieved.

In order to assess the validity of this scheme in a more detailed

fashion, we are using a 1-D Lagrangian hydrodynamics code to model the Na-

Ne plasma combination. This code treats the electron and ion temperatures

separately. Equation of state models are used for both the ions and the

electrons. Of course, because of the low densities, the plasma in the

subcritical region can be expected to behave nearly as a perfect gas. We

have assumed a uniform planar slab of sodium coated with a thin layer of

neon. The Ne layer contains enough particles so that for a uniform

expansion of width 10 jim the ion density will be 1020 cm- 3 . At solid or

liquid densities this gives a submicron layer of uniform thickness. The

initial zone sizes are varied in the transition region so that the zonal

masses are nearly equal at the Na-Ne interface. Velocities and positions

are defined on zone boundaries. Density, temperature, and laser absorption

are computed at zone centers. The electron temperature is flux limited

according to Eq. (4).

In a preliminary fashion, we have been abale to make an estimate of

the gain produced by this configuration at each of these wavelengths using

the line center gain coefficient curve for the Ne IX 3diD - 4flF transition

given in ADW and making the simplifying assumption of a 65 eV plasma

temperature in the neon. This also assumes that the flux at line center

for the 11 A pump is 6.6xi0 3  ergs/(cm2-sec-Hz) as inferred from a

microballoon implosion at Rochester1 3 . We consider the case where energy

is deposited locally in the sodium by a high powered laser after ablating

the neon with a low energy prepulse. The sodium target is considered to be

several microns thick. There is no absorption in the neon of this high

powered pulse. This, might represent laser absorption from the side or it

might crudely represent laser absorption occurring in the rear side of the
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sodium (i.e., the side away from the neon). At the present time, we are

conducting a more detailed analysis where the high power laser is absorbed

non-locally (i.e., inverse bremstrahlung) in the rear side of a thin sodium

slab. Results from this study will be given in a future report. An

average density can be computed by taking the Ne plasma length at the time

when the 200 eV thermal front propagates out of the system for 1013 w/cm 2

deposition into the sodium.

We have performed post processed CRE (Collisional Radiative

Equilibrium) 14 calculations of the sodium pump intensity which would be

incident upon the neon lasing material for a representative snapshot

density and temperature profile. This has allowed us to compare with the
Na pumping line intensity reported in ADW of 6.6xi03 ergs at lineNapupnglneinesiyreore i DWof66x0 2atln

cm -sec-Hz
center obtained from the Rochester implosion experiment . The two

profiles are shown in Figure 1. Self absorption is evident at line

center but not in the Rochester profile which showed no self absorption

within the experimental resolution I of 1.5 eV. Except for the self

absorption, this line profile closely resembles the microballoon implosion

profile of the Rochester experiment.

The results of ADW (where the neon is assumed fully bathed in pump

radiation) showed that the Rochester profile produced a peak gain

coefficient of nearly 200 cm-1 . Proportionality arguments would then yield

a gain coefficient of roughly 2.5 cm-1 , for the case shown where the neon

is illuminated on only one side by the sodium.

We must stress, that extensive modeling of the pulse, deposition

configuration, and sodium target thickness will most likely produce

different line center intensities incident on the neon plasma than the

crude results reported here. Of crucial importance will be the correct

modeling of the energy deposition into the sodium backlighter and the

subsequent interaction with the neon plasma. Using the best gain

coefficient projected from post processing the Na pump, it appears that

gain may be measurable in an experiment of this type. It may, however, be

more advantageous to employ a cylindrical or spherical configuration in

order to provide compressional heating of the pump to the requisite

temperature at high density.
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